Attachment 1

Revised Parking Management Proposal
Phase 2 Engagement
What we heard in Phase 1 and how we used the input
Parking challenges, traffic congestion, the cost to local taxpayers, and the environmental impact associated
with the millions of visitors who come to Banff every year continues to have a daily impact on those who
live, work and play in Banff. As a town limited to four-square-kilometres in size, Banff will continue to see
parking and traffic issues increase. To address these impacts, the Town of Banff is pursuing a parking
management plan that increases turnover of parking spaces downtown while protecting and keeping
residential streets available for those who live here.
In 2019, we asked residents, businesses, visitors and other interested stakeholders to provide input on a
proposed Parking Management Plan. After suspending the project for COVID-19 safety reasons, we would
now like to share how we have used that feedback to create a revised proposed plan.
(You can read the full Phase 1 - What We Heard Report here: banffviewpoints.ca/parking)
This revised proposal responds to the concerns and ideas put forward, while meeting the project goals of
protecting parking for residents and providing greater access to available parking spaces for everyone.
Below is an overview of what was proposed in the preliminary Parking Management Plan, the key takeaways from the feedback we received, and how we have revised the Draft Parking Management Plan to
reflect the input gathered.

Visitor-pay parking in the downtown core
Following feedback from residents, pay parking in downtown Banff is now being proposed for visitors and
commuters, with free parking for residents for three hours of continuous parking. Residents would pay if
parking in the user-pay zone after 3 hours of continuous parking. Pay parking applied to visitors would still
increase the availability of spaces for short-term stays. Visitors can choose to park for free in designated
lots. Charging for parking in the core would displace longer-term parking to free spaces, encourage
turnover of spaces and reduce some of the congestion caused by drivers circling the streets looking for
spots. Free parking zones are included in the proposed Parking Management Plan with the intention of
directing long-term parkers out of the downtown area to the periphery of town.
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Proposed parking zones
The user-pay parking zone in the revised proposal remains virtually the same as originally proposed, with
minor changes to reflect existing time limits outside the downtown core. User-pay parking is proposed to
apply to visitors and commuters, with residents having three hours free.
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Who will be required to use pay-parking?
Draft Plan (2019 Plan)

What We Heard

Apply User-Pay system to residents,
commuters and visitors alike

• Residents want preferential
access to parking
• 82% of respondents agreed
with a User-Pay system, with
42% of that support
conditional on the details of
the final plan
• 86% of respondents felt that
commuters and visitors
should pay for parking

Revised Plan (2020 Plan)
Apply user-pay to visitors and
commuters paying for parking
Residents can park in User-Pay
zones for free, up to 3-hours at a
time, at any time of day, all year
round
Residents can pay for parking beyond
the 3-hour maximum at on-street
machines or online
Visitors and commuters, without
vehicles registered in Banff, need to pay
to park in the pay zones.
Visitors and commuters can park for
free in designated lots such as upper
floors of Bear Street Parkade, Bow Ave,
Liricon/Train Station Parking Lot)

When will pay-parking be in effect?
Draft Plan (2019 Plan)
Proposed User-Pay system:
• 7 days a week,
from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.
• Seasonally from
May 1 to October 31
• First 30 minutes free
for everyone
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What We Heard
• Keep it simple
• 53% of respondents were in
favour of summer-only, while
36% of respondents preferred
year-round implementation
• Residents need more than 30
minutes to conduct their
business downtown and
would prefer having 3-hour
(continuous) free parking all
day, all year

Revised Plan (2020 Plan)
Revised User-Pay system:
• 7 days a week, from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
• Year-round, with a discounted rate
during winter months
($3/hr. in the summer and
$2/hr. in the winter)
• Residents can park in pay zones for
free, for up to 3-hours (continuous),
any time of day, all year round
• ‘First 30 minutes free’ no longer
available to visitors
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What parking spaces will be included?
Draft Plan (2019 Plan)
Proposed User-Pay system included:
• Both off-street and on-street
parking spaces
• Accessible (disabled) parking
spaces
Proposed free parking for:
• Loading zones
• Commuter/longer stay parking
(up to 8 hours) in Bear Street
Parkade, on Bow Avenue and
Liricon/Train Station Parking Lot
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What We Heard
• Keep it simple
• 62% of respondents wanted
accessible parking to be free
• 8-hours was not long enough
for commuter parking
• Many said Bear Street Parkade
should be included in the paid
zone

Revised Plan (2020 Plan)
Apply seasonal User-Pay parking rates to
• Both off-street and on-street parking
spaces
• Ground floor of Bear Street Parkade
All vehicles (visitors and residents)
displaying accessibility tags can park free
for 3-hours in accessible spaces
Provide free parking downtown for:
• Loading zones
• Commuter/longer stay parking (up to
9 hours) on Bow Avenue, on upper
levels of Bear Street Parkade, and
Liricon/Train Station Parking Lot
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How will pay-parking be managed?
Draft Plan (2019 Plan)
Proposed licence plate recognition,
on-street machines, and the ability
to pay and extend time via cell
phone

Engagement included asking for
input on how the revenue from the
User-Pay system should be used.
Initial estimates suggested about
$750,000 in net revenue, after
covering costs for implementing the
User-Pay Systems.
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What We Heard
Keep it simple to understand and
use by different demographics

• 31% of respondents wanted to
direct revenue to the
maintenance of parking spaces
and roads
• 25% of respondents wanted to
direct revenue to transit
• 23% of respondents wanted to
direct revenue to the
pedestrian/cycle network

Revised Plan (2020 Plan)
Licence plate recognition connected to
payment system. Ability to pay at onstreet machines and by mobile app on
phone. Ability to extend time via phone.
Residents will register their licence plate,
in-person or online, once a year with no
fee. No other actions are required from
residents, unless choosing to extend
their time beyond the 3-hour free
parking limit.
As a result of the feedback received, the
Town proposes using the revenue to:
• Cover the implementation and
operation costs of the User-Pay
System, and
• Cover the cost of the Resident
Parking Permit system (no fee to
residents), and
• Enhance transportation-related
services – winter and summer
maintenance of roads, sidewalks and
trails; transit enhancements, and
enhancements to the pedestrian/cycle
network. By going year-round, net
revenue (after paying all costs for
visitor-pay system and resident permit
system) would fund enhanced services
at a value of approximately $1.1
million/year, in a normal year of
visitation.
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Resident Parking Permit system
The Resident Parking Permit system is designed to protect parking spaces in the general area of residents’
homes downtown and in areas adjacent to downtown (within approximately 2 blocks) that might
otherwise receive “spill over” from visitors or out-of-town commuters not wanting to pay to park
downtown. No changes are proposed to area of the Resident Parking Permit zone.
The main revisions are to charge visitors and out-of-town commuters for parking downtown (residents
would have 3 hours free), and no fee would be charged resident parking permits. The revised proposal
would allow unlimited resident parking permits per dwelling for the designated downtown residential
streets.

When will the Resident Parking Permit system be in effect?
Draft Plan (2019 Plan)
Resident parking permit system is
proposed for:
• 7 days a week
• 24 hours a day
• Year-round
• 2 hours allowed
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What We Heard
•
•
•
•

Keep it simple
Consider residents’ guests
Address hotel spill-over
Consider residents of Banff who
visit residents in the permit zone

Revised Plan (2020 Plan)
Resident Parking Permit system will be:
• 7 days a week
• 8 a.m. – 8 p.m.
(same as User-Pay system)
• Year-round
• No longer offering 2 hours allowed
for anyone without resident permits
or guest permit

October 15, 2020

How will the Resident Parking Permit system be implemented?
Draft Plan (2019 Plan)
One permit per residence, at
$50/year

10 guest passes at no charge, per
residence, per month
Maximum of 2 guest passes, per
residence, valid at any one time

What We Heard
• Need to consider shared living
and larger family situations
• 41% of respondents felt that 2
or more permits (per residence)
are needed
• 63% of respondents disagreed
with charging for a residential
parking permit system

• Need to consider longer-stay
guests
• Guest pass issue is complex –
keep it simple

Revised Plan (2020 Plan)
Permits are free for residents – they
will be funded through User-Pay parking
revenue
No limits on number of permits per
residence
Permit is valid for one year from date
of registration
Permits are registered using a valid
Alberta licence that shows the eligible
address (new address is required by
Alberta Transportation after 14 days)
No monthly limit on guest passes,
however only 2 guest passes can be
used at the same time
Each guest pass is valid for 2 weeks but
can be renewed for the same vehicle if
guests are staying longer
Traffic laws apply – such as on-street
vehicles must be moved within 72
hours
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How will the Resident Parking Permit system be implemented?
Draft Plan (2019 Plan)
2-hour limit within resident permit
zone for non-permit holders

What We Heard
Need to consider tradespeople

Revised Plan (2020 Plan)
Parking is restricted to permit holders
only, from 8 a.m. – 8 p.m. Those
without a permit can park within the
zone outside of these hours.
Working tradespeople who’s vehicles
are registered in Banff can register for
permit
Trades who do not have vehicles
registered in Banff requiring on-street
parking within the Resident Parking
Permit zone can be assigned a guest
pass (or park in off-street spaces e.g.
driveways)

How will the Resident Parking Permit system be managed?
Draft Plan (2019 Plan)
Proposed licence plate recognition
system for both resident permits
and guest passes

What We Heard
System will require enforcement

Revised Plan (2020 Plan)
Licence plate recognition system for
both resident permits and guest passes
Residents will register their licence
plate, in-person or online, once a year
Guest registration will be available inperson or online
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Attachment 2

What We Heard:

Proposed Parking
Management Plan
Phase 2 Public Engagement
October & November 2020

2020 Revised Parking Proposal Engagement
Phase 2 Summary

Parking challenges, traffic congestion, the cost to local taxpayers, and the environmental impact
associated with the millions of visitors who come to Banff every year continues to have a daily impact on
those who live, work and play in Banff. As a town limited to four-square-kilometres in size, Banff will
continue to see parking and traffic issues increase. To address these impacts, the Town of Banff is
pursuing a parking management plan that increases turnover of parking spaces downtown while
protecting and keeping residential streets available for those who live here.

Engagement Overview

The Town has implemented a two-phase public engagement program to seek input from stakeholders,
residents, businesses, local organizations and visitors to inform the Parking Management Plan. The Town
of Banff is committed to listening to, learning from and engaging with interested citizens and all impacted
stakeholder groups throughout this process.

In Phase 1 of the two-phase engagement program, we asked residents, businesses, visitors and other
interested stakeholders to provide input on a proposed Parking Management Plan. (You can download
the Phase 1 - What We Heard Report here.) The concerns and ideas put forward were integral in the
development of the Revised Draft Parking Plan, which responds to the feedback received while still
meeting the project goals of protecting parking for residents and providing greater access to available
parking spaces for everyone.
After suspending Phase 2 engagement for COVID-19 safety reasons, we resumed in October 2020 with
an amended approach. Given that in-person gatherings are not possible at this time, Phase 2 engagement
was achieved through sharing the Revised Draft Parking Plan on the Banff Viewpoints portal and asking
residents, businesses, visitors and other interested stakeholders to provide their input and feedback
through an online survey.

Engagement Activities

Due to COVID-19 safety reasons, the Town was unable to execute its original Phase 2 engagement plan,
which included stakeholder meetings and public drop-in sessions.
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The Revised Draft Parking Plan was posted online on October 24, 2020 and has been downloaded over
600 times. The survey about the revised parking plan was open from October 17 – November 22, 2020,
and attracted 468 participants who provided feedback by answering a mix of multiple choice and openended questions. Of the 468 participants, 397 are residents of Banff.
The 2020 Revised Parking Proposal and survey were promoted through the Town’s social media
accounts, emails to registered participants in the Viewpoints panel and those subscribed to Banff.ca
newsletters, in the Town Page in the Rocky Mountain Outlook, and posted on the Town’s website.
What We Asked
In Phase 2, the Town of Banff sought feedback on the Revised Draft Parking Plan. Participants were
asked to provide feedback on the key revisions to the plan, including charging visitors for parking
downtown; providing residents with 3 hours free parking anytime, year-round; and free, unlimited
resident parking permits for downtown residential streets.
The survey also asked participants to share their level of support on specific aspects of the three main
components of the plan, which are free parking, a residential parking permit system and a downtown
user-pay parking system. Respondents were given the opportunity to explain in detail any changes they
did not agree with.
Other questions were focused on the use of revenue, the degree to which the revised proposal meets
the project objectives, the degree to which public input is reflected in the revised proposal and general
support for the implementation of a Parking Management Plan.
What We Heard
The following graphs, tables and comments represent the input and feedback gathered through the
Phase 2 engagement.
Please note that all comments are represented verbatim, including spelling errors, except where
profanity or personally identifying information was used.
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Q1 Which of the following best describes you?
468 responses

0 (0.0%)

34 (7.3%)

37 (7.9%)

397 (84.8%)

Question options
I live in Banff (84.8%)
I work in Banff but live outside the town (7.9%)
I am a visitor to Banff (I do NOT live or work in Banff) (7.3%)
I have not visited Banff and I don’t live or work in Banff (0%)
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Q2 Do you support the revised proposal that has no limit on the number of permits
per dwelling and removes the cost for the resident permit holders?
Note: This question and the follow-up question was asked of Banff residents only (total 397 participants)
397 responses

14 (3.5%)

77 (19.4%)

8 (2.0%)

42 (10.6%)
256 (64.5%)

Question options
Yes (64.5%)
No (10.6%)
I’m undecided (2.0%)
I only agree with some of the changes (19.4%)
I prefer the Draft Proposal (2019) approach (3.5%)
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Q3 Which changes do you not agree with?
77 responses
Administration/Enforcement
• residents must also show a reason to reside in
Banff. - Work pay stub, spouse's work etc.
• Many temp workers don't have a licence with
valid address. Is there another way to prove
residency?
• Driver's licences has PO box. How only people
in residences that need a permit are able to get
them?
• Better proof required. Eg current utility bill.
Limit # of spots per adult (1) not per
residence.
• The Banff resident pass should count as a
parking pass. Problem solved
• A letter from the landlord or employee should
also be considered as proof for the resident
pass
• Many people that come for a season don't get
their drivers licence changed. Other ID should
work too
• There permit should also be attached to the
license plate number as well as the household
• Having to show you live in Banff alot of my
coworkers live in canmore but work in Banff
and require
• Proof of residence required for exemption will
penalize workers for months waiting for
paperwork.
Fees
• There should be NO admin fees to get
resident parkg pass. Our Park pass should be
adequate proof.
• There needs to be a deposit, but not a charge.
Street parking has to work for the users
• I don't believe in charging residents to park on
the street as many of us do not have parking
spaces
• I don’t agree with paying for any kind of
parking or parking permit
• I do not agree with paying for parking under
any circumstance.
• I think ppl should be accountable and pay some
sort of fee. Unlimited per household $25/per
permit

•
•
•
•
•

The "no fee". I think $50.00 per permit/per yr
as a user fee is reasonable.
Commuters paying for parking. (it should be
free, if they work in town)
I believe only 1 pass should be free.
free parking, everyone should pay $5 per hour.
I wonder how a young person freshly moving
to town with maybe $500 in pocket is going to
be supported

Time Limit
• The parking time limit
• dont want pid parking but if it is forced,
resident pass zones should be 24hr not 8am8pm
Paid Parking - General
• The entirety of the proposed policy i do not
support. However 2020 over 2019 policy
obviously.
• No pay parking. Period. Two referendums have
confirmed that the majority of Banff residents
agree.
• As the town has already voted, there should be
NO paid parking
• I do not agree with any paid parking proposals
• I don’t believe residents or visitors should have
to pay to park.
• I don't agree with any of the restrictions placed
on the residents pass.
Unlimited Permits
• Unlimited permits. Banff allocates only .6
parking spots per new built unit!
• Unlimited permits per household
• unlimited permits
• Unlimited passes per residence
• Unlimited passes + displaced commuters +
black market + no enforcement standards = a
guaranteed fail
• Unlimited passes - should be a Mac of 2
• Unlimited passes
6
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

unlimited parking passes/dwelling. staff houses
w/ 20 people may have LOTS of cars.
Unlimited number of permits per household. It
can be easily abused.
There should be limits on permits per
residence
The number of permits for households should
be capped
No limits on the number of permits per
household
No limit to permits per household
No limit on the number of permits per
residence
Max of 2 free passes per housing unit IF they
do not have a driveway (they should get none
free)
Limited passes per household
In the case of a rental property, the number of
permits per residence should be limited.
I think we should have to pay for it and there is
a limit to the number of residents in home
I think unlimited passes is not good
I do not think an unlimited supply is
appropriate. I think 3-4 permits would be
adequate.
I disagree with unlimited permits per
household. 4 bed house= 4 permits... 2 bed
house=2 permits
cap on number of passes per household. shared
living = parking lots. do not rely on on St
parking
There should be a limit of 2 permits per
dwelling
Unlimited vehicles can register per household.
I think there should be a limit of one free pass
per adult. Any additional passes should have be
$50
No limit on the number of permits per
dwelling
no limit on permits per building
unlimited passes will lead to abuse
The Permits should be free up to a maximum
number of vehicles (ie two per household).
No limit on number of permits
I don't support unlimited passes per dwelling fells like opportunity for 'black market' pass
sales

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unlimited will lead to abuse. Like residents
getting a few extra permits for their "friends".
number of permits should not be unlimited
Unlimited passes per resident. i think it ay be
taken advantage of
Unlimited passes. 2 per household should be
the max.
No limits on the number of residents permitts
Unlimitted number of permit= This will create
some black market for non resident parking
passes
no limit on the number of permits per dwelling
I do not agree with unlimited resident passes
per household. Please set a standard maximum.
No need to be unlimited # of free passes.
Perhaps a max of four. Could lead to abuse.
I don't agree with unlimited passes per
households.
there should be a limit to how many permits
are allocated per residence
I agree it should be free, I don't think
households should get unlimited passes for
guests/ families
There is something about unlimited passes that
I question, maybe put a max number rather
than a min
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Q4 Do you support the revised proposal to implement the Resident Parking Permit system
7 days a week, from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. daily, year-round?
Note: This question and the follow-up question was asked of Banff residents only (total 397 participants)
397 responses

38 (9.6%)

39 (9.8%)

28 (7.1%)

230 (57.9%)

62 (15.6%)

Question options

Yes (57.9%)
No

(15.6%)

I’m undecided (7.1%)
I only agree with some of the changes (9.8%)
I prefer the Draft Proposal (2019) approach (9.6%)
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Q5 Which changes do you not agree with?
40 responses
Time Limit/Seasonal Implementation
• Not year round. Only limit on weekends in
winter and till 7 as most don’t visit later than
8pm
• I think the time should be around regular office
hours, 8am-5pm
• 9:00am to 6:00 pm would achieve the same
thing and is friendlier for overnight guests
• we think the change should be 24/7 rather than
just 8am - 8pm
• Time guideline should be longer
• Should be 24 hours, not just 8am-8pm, as when
I get home from evening shift I won't have
problems
• Resident parking permit should be for 24/7, all
year.
• I would prefer 24/7 rather than 8am-8pm
• I think the 24 hrs a day idea is better. I work
late and wouldnt want my parking spot gone
• Do not want paid parking, but if forced
resident zones should be 24hr not just 8am8pm
• 24 hours a day, if there are unlimited guest
permits.
• Don’t bother in short “shoulder seasons”
• 8am-8pm, my shift work 6am(2days) finished
11pm(3days)
• 8am-8pm
• 8am - 8pm - remain as 24 hour
• It should be 24 hours a day
• Restriction times
• should be 24 hours a day to discourage people
from rv camping in front of house at night
• Why wouldn't the parking restrictions be 24
hour
• Resident parking should be in effect 24/7 but
instead issuing every household one visitor
permit
• Change it to 6 on to better support
restaurants, who are already struggling
• should not be year round
• Residents need parking spaces in the evening. I
don't understand why the day permit?

•
•
•
•
•
•

How will you deal with ongoing overnight
parking? Cars can be removed am and still park
pm.
Make passes 24h, or at least 8am-10pm.
Year round
Your young population drinks and does drugs,
could this be amended to 8pm - 11am? Know
your citizens
8 pm is late in the evening to ignite guest
parking. Not all of us are 20-something
seasonal workers
I need 24hr parking in Nesters Zone. Resident.
0 spots available at Whyte Museum or parkade
basement

Hotels
• Did not address hotel spill over - where do
they go? Do hotels get parking permit for
guests?
• Hotels should pay for street parking passes.
Streets around them are full of their guests
vehicles.
Administration
• Only AB plates can be registered, should be all
provinces. Need simple guest registration
• assign each household a "guest" permit...
one/house
No Pay Parking
• There should be no limit to resident parking
and NO paid parking at all
• No pay parking at all. Trying to normalize it by
creating a proposal is wrong.
• I voted against paid parking before and I still
stand by my vote
Restrictions
• Residents should be able to visit friends or
family at any time at no cost.
• Reside on Otter. Shouldn’t have to jump thru
hoops to park at my home where Im the only 1
shoveling
• There shouldn't be any free passes or free
parking.
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Q6

Do you support the revised proposal to remove the limits on guest passes per

residence and to allow for renewals for guests staying longer than 2 weeks?
This question was asked of Banff residents only (total 397 participants)
397 responses

19 (4.8%)
33 (8.3%)

48 (12.1%)

234 (58.9%)

63 (15.9%)

Question options
Yes (58.9%)
No

(15.9%)

I only agree with some of the changes (12.1%)
I’m undecided (8.3%)
I prefer the Draft Proposal (2019) approach (4.8%)
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Q7

Do you support the revised proposal that provides residents with 3 hours of

continuous, free parking at any time of day, all year round?
468 responses

26 (5.6%)
9 (1.9%)

63 (13.5%)

65 (13.9%)

305 (65.2%)

Question options
Yes (65.2%)
No

(13.9%)

I only agree with part of the changes (13.5%)
I’m undecided (1.9%)
I prefer the Draft Proposal (2019) approach with paid parking applying to residents and visitors alike (5.6%)
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Q8

Which changes do you not agree with?

64 responses
Time Limit/Seasonal Implementation
• 3 hours is unnecessary. 2 hours is ample to get
groceries, mail, dr or dentist.
• We need our vehicle for work and work more
then 3h, parking should be extended more then
3h
• The free period should be longer.
• Should be longer than 3 hours
• Only 3 hours parking and that Canmore
residents are not included. Bow Valley should
support each
• Only 3 hours and only residents
• Only 3 hour max for free
• I think it should be extended to 4 hours.
• I believe it’s should be for time periods (5
hours) so workers may leave on a lunch break
to move
• How about 8 hours free parking so people
aren’t struggling for parking while at work.
• Year-round. Banff is not anywhere near capacity
in winter. This will stifle businesses and the
town.
• It is not necessary to have only 3 hour parking
for residents year around
• I do think agree with a 3 hour max
• 3 hours if far more than is really necessary.
• The time limit on free resident parking
• 3 hours means locals could fill up all paid
parking spots and reduce revenue stream.
• 3 hours is too generous
• I think 3hrs is too long.
• 3 hours is too long. 2 hours should be enough
time to get errands done, visit doctor, etc.
• Should be 4 hours of free parking and limit to
holidays
• I don't feel residents need 3 hours of free, 2
hours is sufficient.
Restrictions for Locals
• Residents who don't live downtown should have
no limit to free parking
• Residents should not have to pay for parking at
all, rates and rent are high already
• residents should get free parking 24/7

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Residents should get free parking
Residents should be able to park "free" as long
as is necessary.
Residents require full time, all day unpaid
parking. No limits.
Paid parking
NO PAID PARKING listen to your residents!!
You are driving us away from Banff!!
I don’t think there should be any form of paid
parking
I believe a resident should have unlimited
parking for free. Spaces are so hard to find if
needed
Don’t think residents should have to pay for
parking at all. Most people work longer than 3
hours.
Residents paying for any parking. What about
ppl that cant walk/lots to carry to sit at the park
day
I think All residents should be able to park all
day.
Residents have higher taxes and a higher cost of
living and visitors pay to visit - no paid parking
Parking should be free for residents year round.
Residents and commuters should not pay any
money.
I don’t believe at any point should residents pay
for parking up to 8 hours for work purposes

Accessible Spaces
• There needs to be lots of free disabled parking
Disabled people are often low income & can't
walk
• Need to know what is happening with handicap
spaces?
Fees for Commuters and Bow Valley
Residents
• I think that people who live in the bow valley
and not only the Banff townsite should park for
free
• Paid parking for commuters
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Making commuters pay like visitors is
unreasonable given that they work here.
Locals who work but live outside shouldn’t have
to pay for parking for the day, lots of us come
in..
I want all those persons who work in Banff
should not have to pay the parking fees.
I think people who work in Banff should also get
the 3hr free parking
I think “Banff Residents” should include
Canmore. We have to come to Banff for work /
admin too!!
Commuters not pay or discounted annual pass.
Banff needs more staff than the tOwn can house
As an employee for Town of Banff, and living in
Canmore, I will need to park.
People who work in Banff and live in Canmore
should be given consideration as well.
Residents getting three hours good but you
should also include Canmore residents
Commuters having to pay to park should be
same as residents if you work in banff
I am wandering what will happen to people
living in Canmore and working in Banff.
It should apply to anyone that lives in the Bow
Valley. I regularly go to Banff to shop to support

Paid Parking - General
• I do not agree to any paid parking proposals
• people should always pay for parking
• I get that residents should be allowed but so
should visitors/we already pay to get into the
park
• I don't think anyone should pay for parking.

Impact
• I’m more concerned as a contractor. Our
tradesman get the raw end of the stick for
parking in town.
• Business owners, who provide employment,
should also be provided free parking to unload
deliveries.
Implementation
• I believe residents of the street they live on
shouldn't have to pay if it falls In a zone.
• do not want paid parking, but if forced I agree
with this point
• I think residential permits should be limited to
1 vehicle per dwelling
• resident downtown parking should only be
used if critical (dr appt, etc)
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Q9 Do you support the revised proposal to implement paid parking for visitors and other
non-residents, from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. daily, year-round with $3/hr rates in peak season and
$2/hr rates in off-peak season?
468 responses

17 (3.6%)
54 (11.5%)

13 (2.8%)

91 (19.4%)
293 (62.6%)

Question options
Yes (62.6%)
No

(19.4%)

I'm undecided (2.8%)
I only agree with some of the changes (11.5%)
I prefer the Draft Proposal (2019) approach (3.6%)

14
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Q10 Which changes do you not agree with?
54 responses
Paid Parking
• I don’t believe anyone should pay for parking
after paying to enter the park
• I believe if you live in the bow valley you should
not have to pay to park.
• I do not agree with any paid parking program
• Town of.Banff decisions are lessening visitor
experience.
• Why would I bother to shop in Banff I might as
well drive to Calgary
Fees for Locals and Commuters
• pay parking to discourage residents from driving
as well
• I think residents should get unlimited free
parking in any park
• Again, if we work for the town, we should get
free parking during our shift.
• Will there be any type of parking for workers of
banff who commute from Canmore
• It’s unclear from the proposal if the 8 hour
designated commuter parking is free or not.
Free please
• Commuters shouldn’t be charged. Some of us
need vehicles as we carry a lot of work related
materials
• Charging commuters. If they work in town then
they should not have to pay for parking.
• Canmore commuters should be counted as
residents.
• Living in Banff National Park is a privilege,
residents should be subject to same as all
Canadians
• I believe all residents should pay for parking
• everyone should pay for parking all year.
• Residents and Commuters should be charged at
all.
Fees/Pay Zone
• The rate of pay. That will soon add up for
visitors and will discourage local visitation.
• Parking rates could be higher - $2 an hour in
shoulder season seems quite low
• I believe more should be charged per hour or

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

increase parking fines to ensure payment
The geographical limits of the pay parking zone
Keep the fee the same year round - $3/hr 24/7
365.
keep it simple with one fee year round
$3 is super cheap. I don't think there is a need
to drop to $2 in the winter.
$3 at all time - not based on seasonal pricing.
$2 / vs $3 is not a big enough discount. There
should be free parking in winter / shoulder
seasons
The cost of $3/hr is pretty high.
i agree with the hours but you are not charging
nearly enough for parking
I think you should charge more if you want to
deter people from leaving car all day in one
spot.
3$ an hour is not enough to encourage people
to use over flow parking lot.
Free parking downtown for disabled visitors
who can't walk fr train station; free after 6pm
for all
The parking fees are high
The geographical limits of the pay parking zone

Free Time
• Visitors should have first 30 mins free, for
coffee and shopping.
• There should be some free time.
• Removing free until 11am for visitors. Maybe do
until 9 am or 10 am.
• first 30 min should be free for guests unloading
baggage at a house or picking stuff up
• Still have free before 11
Time Limit/Seasonal Implementation
• Until 8pm seems a bit long, will there be officers
on duty until this point enforcing this timeline?
• 8am start time, why not just keep it 11
• What about residents who need longer parking?
With young children some ppl need their cars at
work
• we believe that the pay system should be in
effect 24/7
15
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

dont want pay parking but if it is forced, visitors
should pay 24hrs a day
Not year round
No parking charges november to may
Is paid parking necessary in the off season?
Don’t charge in the very short off season. Use it
as an incentive for closer people to come visit
the hours don't make sense.
Paying for parking off peak season
Variable fees, should be the same all year
around minimum 3$
Keep it simple. Same rate regardless of time of
year
Keep the off season rate the same ($3 per
hour).
Should be 3$ per hour, 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week, year round for visitors only. Simple
i am fine with only peak season, parking is not as
bad off-peak
I would prefer this to only apply during peak
season.

16
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Q11 Do you support the revised proposal to make accessible parking spaces free, increasing the
commuter parking space maximum from 8 hours to 9 hours (Bow Ave, upper floors of Bear
Street Parkade, Train Station), and implementing pay-parking to the main level of Bear Street
Parkade?
468 responses

6 (1.3%)
67 (14.3%)

29 (6.2%)

64 (13.7%)

302 (64.5%)

Question options
Yes (64.5%)
No

(13.7%)

I'm undecided (6.2%)
I only agree with some of the changes (14.3%)
I prefer the Draft Proposal (2019) approach (1.3%)
17
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Q12 Which changes do you not agree with?
35 responses
Paid Parking
• There should be No paid parking. The town
council should respect the wishes of the voters
who they
• No pay parking
• No paid parking
• Dont want paid parking, but if forced I agree
visitors should pay always
• I disagree with paid parking for non-residents.
That would discourage visitors and hurt the
economy.
• Residents of Banff keep our beautiful town
running and it’s insane to charge us for parking!
• I don't support any form of paid parking!
Commuters
• Commuter spaces should have a registration
system to ensure visitors are not using these
spaces.
• I disagree with giving commuters central,
downtown parking for free (cheaper than the
bus).
• Commuters should have to buy monthly pass
for longer term lots
• commuter or longer parking, they should paid.
(no free parking)
• Free commuter parking lengths should be a bit
longer, i.e. 10 or 12 hours, for longer work
shifts.
• Commuters should have a pass if they’re going
to park 9 hours
• Commuter parking does not need to
increase...eight hours is enough
• I think the free parking for commuters should
permit you to stay for up to 12 hours.
• Commuter spaces should have a registration
system to ensure visitors are not using these
spaces.
• This plan still does not address the needs of
Banff business that has a car registered in
Canmore
• I believe that commuters should pay for parking.
Encouraging the use of public transit.
• With the exception of accessible parking, I do
not believe commuter free parking should exist

•

Commuters and residents should not be
charged in any parking lots.

Bear Street Parkade
• Pay parking on parkade
• Pay parking first level bear st parkade. If the
parkade is free parking, make it all free, not
some.
• Paid parking in parkade
• Paid parking for lower level of the bear st
parkade
• Paid parking 1st floor of bear street parking
• making Bear parkade paid-for on 1st level
• keeping it simple - lower floor only at bear
street isn't simple! All FREE in there please!
• Bear Street Parkade should be "free" on all
levels.
• Bear street parade should be paid parking for
visitors with ground level reserved for
short/resident
• Bear st parkade paid 1st level-visitors will fill
upper spots 1st, taking away from locals
• Bear parkade shoul be all paid
• Keep ground level of bear parkade free but
short time limit
• Wish parkade all paid parking, except for top
floor for commuter - free pass system for those
areas?
• pay parking on ground bear street parking
• All of Bear Street parkade should be user pay
parking
• I would make the bottom level of parkade free
too; very much agree free accessible parking
• Free Bear street parkade parking
• The upper floors of bear street parkade should
be paid parking in the summer, even for
commuters.
• disagree with free long-stay parking on the
upper levels of Bear Street parkade - should
cost
• Paid first level of bear st parkase
• Prefer main level of parkade remains free, as
this is quick and easy access to Nesters Market.

18
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•
•

paid parking for first level of Bear Street
parkade. This is used for shopping at Nesters,
since foo
Disagree with pay parking anywhere in the
parkade.

Free Zones
• Visitors not paying for Bow Ave and upper Bear
St Parkade
• Can commuters get proof from employers, but
long stay visitors get charged hourly
• Bear ST Parkade is prime parking-it should be
charged on all levels at a reduced rate for long
stay
• The free long stay and commuter park at train
station only
• Parking on Bow
• I would not make bow Avenue free parking as it
circumvents one objective: people driving
around
• I like changes but perhaps may make it paid
parking in the lot unless you have a resident
park pass.
• I don’t agree with Bow Ave being free parking
zone
• Free parking on top of Bear St parkade
• Bow Ave is a hot, narrow mess. That should not
be long-term parking.
• I agree accessible/senior stalls should be free
• Permit commuter parking at Train station lot
only. Commuters don’t pay taxes in Banff.
• Only free parking at the 500 newly built and
seldom used parking lots at trainstation
• Visitors not paying for Bow Ave and upper Bear
St Parkade
• I do not agree with encouraging long term
parking on Bow Ave or in the Bear St parkade
for free.
• No free long term parking. We should
discourage all from driving close to town core
• I think Bow ave parking should have a limited
stay (2-3hrs?) and be a paid parking zone.

•
•
•
•

Free accessible parking should not be
considered. A disability does not mean free
services.
Not charging for accessible spaces
Not enough "accessible" spaces for the number
of vehicles in Banff displaying "accessible" tags
no one should be exempt from paying for
parking

Accessible Parking
• Accessible parking should be paid
• If you can afford to drive you can afford to pay
for parking - free for accessible NOT necessary.
19
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Q13 Which of these service areas would be most important to you? (for net revenue)
468 responses
37 (7.9%)

179 (38.2%)

169 (36.1%)

39 (8.3%)
44 (9.4%)

Question options
Enhanced maintenance of roads, trails and sidewalks in summer and winter (includes repairs and snow clearing)
(38.2%)
Transit enhancements (8.3%)
Enhancements to pedestrian/cycle network (9.4%)
All of the above (36.1%)
None of the above (7.9%)
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Q14 What would you prefer net revenue to be dedicated to?
33 responses
No Paid Parking
• Would prefer that there not be paid parking at
all
• Say “NO” to paid parking!
• Residents have rejected pay parking twice, there
should be no revenue.
• Nothing we don't pay for parking
• Not having to pay would be first choice. More
parking...lower rates...
• It shouldn't be collected and the town should
stop reducing parking which is causing the
problem
• Do not believe that there should be paid
parking
• There should be no pd parking. This pd parking
scheme is an attempt to pay got the bear st
debt!
• No paid parking period
• It should be dedicated to abandoning paid
parking and voting out officials in favour of it.
• Work with Parks,,add $1 to every vehicle
buying a park pass, those $ go to Town of B,
park anywhere.

Support Vulnerable Populations
• low income housing for AISH recipients
• Donate it to a animal rescue group
• affordable rental housing.
• Wildlife Conservation and Wildlife Habitat
Protection. Protect ecosystems and animals.
Other
• other ways of keeping people from wanting to
come to Banff
• Who would cover the shortfall if there is a net
loss? I assume more people will shop in
Canmore.
• I don't get the point here, don't we pay
Property tax for keeping the streets?
• the park itself
• Promote devastated businesses. You are
pushing people to canmore. They have already
paid park fees!!

Infrastructure/Services
• Making this town more livable for residents,
those who own homes and those who rent.
Some benefit
• Finish the disaster on Bear Street first before
you start spending more money
• Install a rail pedestrian crossing for the
industrial park. Also, sidewalks for industrial
park.
• Parking and parking structures.
• To help residents with snow removal on
sidewalks!!!!
• A separate field house .. and keeping 2 ice , n
• snow clearing, litter pick up,
Reduce Taxes
• Reduce taxes.
• Offset property taxes
• Lowering resident taxes
• lower taxes
21
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Q15 The Parking Management Proposal is being developed to achieve the objectives listed
below. From what you’ve learned about the Revised Proposal (2020), please indicate the
degree to which you feel the revised proposal meets these project objectives.
468 responses

Increase availability of
downtown parking
spaces for short-term
stays

Question options
28

72

36

115

214

Don’t know
Disagree

Reduce traffic caused by
drivers circling to
find parking space
(up to 30% of all
vehicle trips
downtown)

17

Protect residential streets
downtown for
parking by residents
of those streets

9 47 27

Share the cost of
maintaining parking
spaces with users of the
spaces – e.g. visitors

24

Keep parking free outside
of peak times

Encourage the use of
150 private stalls
downtown that remain
unoccupied at peak
periods of the summer

Encourage transit,
walking, cycling and
Other sustainable modes of
transportation

Relocate commuters and
long-stay visitor
vehicles to the
periphery of
downtown and not to

Slightly disagree
81

33

124

Slightly agree

211

Agree

96

64

35

65

15

71

284

89

31

61

19 55

27

19 51

33

273

91

23

238

115

201

114

250

85

275

22
100

200

300

400

500
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Q16 Is it clear how feedback was used to develop the Revised Proposal (2020)?
462 responses

108 (23.4%)

44 (9.5%)

310 (67.1%)

Question options
Yes (67.1%)
Somewhat clear (23.4%)
No (9.5%)
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Q17

If it is not clear, what do you think was not addressed?

91 responses
Concerns/Issues
• You never listening and keeping parking free
• You are putting paid parking into play no to
paid parking survey is set up only for paid
parking not other
• We voted twice against paid parking, why are
you idiots bring this up again, NO MEANS
NO!!!!
• We voted down paid parking twice. Why is this
going ahead
• Thought there was a pretty clear vote on “no”
to paid parking. Guess I’m unsure why it’s back
on the table?
• This survey has been developed to support your
decision that was not the communities decision.
• There was a plebiscite vote, RESPECT THAT
AND STOP THE (REMOVED) trying to
manipulate everyone. There was ample parking
and all the town and you people have done is do
everything possible to remove parking and
install giant planter boxes
• The majority of Banff residents have repeatedly
voted against Paid Parking ... perhaps this whole
concept needs a "re-vote"??
• The idea that there is no paid parking ever in
the townsite of Banff as it discourages locals and
visitors from supporting local businesses. The
Planning Department keeps reducing the
number of parking spaces in the centre of town
now paid parking!
• The fact that paid parking has been voted in
several times to say No paid Parking and yet
TOB continues to put it forward. I’m against the
expense incurred to do this proposal. Also for
the payment of more vehicles to monitor this
and bylaw officers
• Stop pushing this paid parking down our throats
all the time we voted against it..it is a dead issue.
How do you expect us to trust and respect you
when you ignore us.
• Residents of Banff have said no to paid parking,
over and over again. TOB is not listening! This
is not your mandate. Have another plebiscite
question during the 2021 election. Stop trying
to shove paid parking down our throats. Is this

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

clear?!
I thought that paid parking was no longer an
issue as we voted against it
I think as a resident of this town I already put a
premium in rent, gas, groceries, etc. And asking
me to pay for parking should I need to park
downtown for more then 3 hours is insane.
Hard to say without having access to the
feedback. Please publicize the data for all these
surveys to put the notion to rest no one
supports paid parking (mostly voiced on
Facebook)
Banff residents have voted twice AGAINST paid
parking. It has not been addressed that this
proposal is against the majority of Banff
residents' wishes, per BOTH referendums.
resident opinions and earlier survey
Proposed program is not rational or logical. In
some cases it is manipulative
Not sure this project is for who, resident?
Most residents don't want paid parking, survey
is skewed. Visitor's already pay at Park gates.
Gate revenues should support parking
maintenance. Need to see how 500 new stalls
help first. New street narrowing and rock pads
is clearly anti car agenda
It’s a loaded survey, this is designed to provide
input to a system you already seem to want to
implement. This doesn’t provide for people to
be open in the opposition to the entire plan.
I think the wording is confusing and set for only
paid parking answers. I honestly do not know
anyone else in Town who wants paid parking.
Feels like the outcome is being led by the
questions
Feedback is not the issue ... the issue is to find a
way to implement paid parking despite the local
population voting against it .
This was not made publicly available as well as it
should have been.
The feed back did not represent the town. The
survey wasn't widely know, is online and geared
to younger people
We have to see the final draft.
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•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

How does this take into account Calgarians?
We are ‘locals’ who have kept Banff going
during these hard times, and yet how have we
been consulted? I just stumbled across this!
The people of Banff don't want paid Parking
PERIOD!!!!
Most property owners do not support paid
parking
60 respondents are going to determine that paid
parking should go ahead? Ridiculous.
People from the Bow Valley will just not go to
Banff businesses
The fact that there have been two plebiscites
that came out against paid parking and the town
council doesn't seem to care what residents
want.
You dont het feedback from everyone if your
surveys are not annonymous. Ppl think you'll do
whatever you want despite their feedback as
well, so why would everyone take the time
again to give feedback. We already voted years
ago for no paid parking!
Several referendums and campaigns said no paid
parking, DO WE HAVE TO GO THROUGH
THIS AGAIN????
Your agenda is just being pushed with no regard
to businesses. Again.
Payment doesn't decrease cars. What we need
is less cars. No more money. Payment isn't a
deterrent .
during winter the snow clearance is very poor.
The feedback appeared to primarily take into
account feedback from Banff residents and
didn't solicit feedback from commuters and
visitors.
The fact that residents of a lot of the streets are
not eligible for a pass. How those streets are
not in the parking plan AGAIN! So many people
park on those streets. Anyone who lives in the
town this side of river or not should be eligible .
The fact that all of these measures have repelled
residents from enjoying our own downtown.
No one wants to charge parking so I don't get
why Town of Banff continue trying to do it. In
the middle of crises a lot of people won't come
here because of this extra charges,
The survey doesn't give you opportunity to
object to the question of paid parking over all
No paid parking option

•

•

•

have you forgotten that we are in the middle of
a global pandemic? businesses are closing, small
businesses being sold to large companies, many
people have no jobs and you want to add to the
cost for a tourist to visit us? are you completely
ignorant
I do not think paid parking will solve the
problems outlined above. Vehicles will circle
longer in town looking for free, unpermitted
parking, then circle back to look for paid.
Enforcement on residential streets will be
expensive and ineffective.
The majority of people did not want paid
parking to begin with - not sure why there is a
survey on it

Commuters
• Parking for commuters necessary to have
working at the businesses in Banff.
• It is still not clear what happens to commuters
who have to use their vehicles to move around
town to carry essential supplies
• If 8 hr commuter spaces are free will there be a
commuter pass to identify vehicles? Some
commuters need their cars for work use or for
arriving & leaving at times not compatible with
transit.
• You fail to recognize that Banff Canmore is one
larger community
Implementation/Administration
• What is the cost of capital implementation and
recovery?
• This is a source of revenue for the Town. As it
always goes, there will be an increase in the
bureaucracy with this increase in revenue rather
than a decrease in taxes that are already
supposed to pay for services/improvements.
• How this will effect immediate businesses like
the Mount Royal hotel where there is not
sufficient parking
• Hotel parking issues. Both from the hotels and
residents side. Let alone the tourists - who still
don't know where to park!? There is also no
mention of the train station parking lot which
was stated as NO overnight parking during the
public meetings
• Free resident parking 24/7
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•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

There needs to be a way to manage the volume
of cars allowed in town. Resident/worker pass
=access. No resident pass periphery parking. I
think Canmore residents who work in Banff
should get a free pass too. i
number of residential permits per house hold,
here they can park and for how long without
moving
What is the town's plan to inform visitors of the
train station parking lot? I saw many visitors
drive straight past the entrance as you cannot
see the parking area from the round-about. This
led to confusion and frustration for visitors.
How to direct tourist to use the train station
parking!
Direct traffic out off town by making no limit
free parking at Fenlands/train station etc and
direct visitors there as was done this year. Have
a shuttle to encourage this
How you arrived at charging $3.00 per hour for
parking.
I think the over crowding of “staff “
accommodations and the subsequent high
percentage of those residents’ cars needs to be
addressed.
Hotel overflow issues not addressed, how to
stop visitors from parking in residential areas
and people who live on 100/200 Block not
having residential passes thus having no free
places to park all day if parking spot not
included in their rent.
Contractor Parking - it isn’t good now and I feel
it will be worse with this plan. Contractors
should be given a pass to park within regular
business hours.
I do not see anything addressing the available
unused parking spots. IE hotels etc or is it your
intent that they will just get used more because
the alternative means the user would pay
You did not address the obvious loopholes that
will occur.
How will you monitor resident parking doesn't
get used or taken over by commuters and
visitors vehicles.
It is still not clear to me how this plan
encourages the use of 150 private stalls
downtown that remain unoccupied at peak
periods of the summer
i do not think parking should be free for visitors
outside peak times. That is confusing and will
only swap peak and down times.

•
•

•

I didn't see anything about worker, where do
they park, is there a monthly pass for them?
Direct traffic out off town by making no limit
free parking at Fenlands/train station etc and
direct visitors there as was done this year. Have
a shuttle to encourage this
How you arrived at charging $3.00 per hour for
parking.

Exemptions and Passes
• Disabled access within the town
• I did not understand the paragraph stating "No
monthly limit on guest passes" then says
"Maximum of 2 guest passes can be used at the
same time" = seems like a contradiction. I can't
imagine any household needing an unlimited #
of passes except B&Bs?
• Commuters should pay, and guest passes not
well addressed
• So handicapped vehicles have to pay for
parking? My mom won’t be able to walk from
the new free parking and needs close vehicle
access is better
• I do not think residents should get free
downtown parking. Residents should be willing
to walk and use public transport in the same
way we are encouraging visitors to
Zones
• Why are parts of lynx and elk (right next to
the big free parking) not going to be resident
parking? Tourists will 100% park in front of our
houses instead of walk the extra 50 meters to
the free lot.
• Resident parking is fine and dandy but if I don’t
live on muskrat st and want to park there as a
resident I can’t park there. It will create more
vehicle movement of people looking for free or
closer parking spots.
• More restrictive parking for Resident Areas to
restrict over occupied buildings. The current
proposal does not take into account on-site
parking that is supposed to serve the use.
• Bow Avenue should be reserved for visitors
and not long term commuters (Town
employees should use the Bear St Parkade).
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•

•

•

I'm a resident above Nesters. I need 24hr free
parking in downtown zone. Residential parking
stalls at Whyte Museum or basement of
parkade have all been taken. There needs to be
a solution for this specific issue.
There should be options to post comments in
each section - did anyone put in an action
request this past summer? I know I did and no
one got back to me on the lack of bicycle
parking options
You have not addressed the "elephant in the
room" - that Parks Canada insist that all Banff
residents and visitors carry a valid Parks
Canada pass. Parks Canada may have a sort of
hands off approach to the town, but their
requirements still apply.

Other
• The core causes of the parking problem are
too many (and growing number of) hotel
rooms in Banff and insufficient off street
parking stalls due to bylaw 380 which increases
density and externalizes parking needs on to
the streets.
• Still no help residential sidewalk snow removal.
Added bus stop, increase pedestrian traffic, but
no help from Town of Banff!!!
• residents needs
• Free parking for visitors at off peak times
• great work thanks
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Q18 Would you support the implementation of a Parking Management Plan based on
the Revised Proposal (2020)?
468 responses
51 (10.9%)

41 (8.8%)

79 (16.9%)

297 (63.5%)

Question options
Yes, I would support it (63.5%)
No, I would not support it (16.9%)
I support the Resident Parking Permit system but not the User-Pay Parking system (10.9%)
I support the User-Pay Parking system but not Resident Parking Permit system (8.8%)
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Q19 Do you have any other comments you would like to share with the project team?
235 responses
Concerns/Issues
• When will we see surveys produced that don't
lead to a predetermined conclusion?
• Well done Parking Project Team! Really nice to
know that you listen to what residents have to
say and implement!!!
• We have voted twice to turn down paid
parking. Do you not listen to residents?
• We had a plebiscite in banff that s
• We as residents have already voiced no to paid
parking why is this being revisited with different
verbage to create confusion
• This question of paid parking has come to
residents over and over and yet TOB chooses
to continue to not listen as they do not like the
answers that they had been given in the past.
Please respect the past votes and plebiscites.
Not your mandate!
• The views of the majority of the electorate
should not be ignored.
• Spec out a failure program and it looks like this.
limited opportunity to outline many ignored
problems
• Please stop wasting taxpayer’s dollars on
anything to do with paid parking. We have
voted on it twice and yet still have to fight this
agenda. It will not magically solve the towns
parking and congestion problems.
• Not sure why we have voted countless times on
paid parking and such and town council and the
mayor keeps trying to bring it back.... cash grab
in my opinion
• Not sure why we have these surveys and are
moving forward with this after referendum
result.
• Not happy with the entire situation. You keep
can’t coating it and wrapping it up with a bow to
present it differently but it still the same thing
underneath, and the overwhelming answer was
NO
• Listen to the people!!
• Let's have another "vote" ...
• I’ve voted against paid parking three times in the
last 13 years and am tired of it being presented
again and again. I’d be prepared to support it if

•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

you weren’t also talking about charging
residents!!
I think there will still be people driving around
seeking a parking spot they consider convenient
to them
Why if there is a "parking problem" has the
town ONLY focused on REMOVING spots by
installing all these "bump outs" that do nothing
but hinder the view of pedestrians. You create
crosswalks and then plant big trees to further
create safety issues. FU
Ultimately our problem is there isn’t enough
parking. I’m also unclear as to why adequate
parking is not mandatory for new buildings &
hotels. I already have to pay for parking at my
place of residents as I’m sure many people do.
The town keeps approving buildings with
inadequate parking. removing parking on
streets, sticking garbage bins in parking lots and
generally making the parking situation worse.
That needs to be stopped and reversed where
possible. Also, I am handic
Real parking solution is to revoke bylaw 380 to
reduce street spillover and more importantly
immediately cease to add new hotel rooms.
Continuing to add hotel rooms is the real driver
of growth in the town and this is the root cause
of overcrowding.
New street narrowing on Bear, Lynx & Caribou
is dangerous for cars & people. peand anti car
agenda. When tour buses come back how are
they to get through Banff. Traffic Management is
playing with people's lives. the Banff sign will
result in fat
Just make everybody pay for parking. Stop
pandering to whingers and show leadership. The
whole world pays for parking get over it.
If hotels provided free parking for guests it will
help remove vehicles from the streets and fill
those empty hotel parkades
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Great for downtown but feel the industrial park
and it’s importance to ToB is forgotten. Having
one transit stop (with the only route heading to
Canmore) is insufficient. Only legal pedestr
commuter option is via Compound Rd.
NSidewalks and crossings
This is an attempt to force paid Parking in to
fund the Bear St infrustructure borrowing that
was ill concieved and widely criticized. With the
recent contriversary the mayor and council has
faced this is a last ditch effort to force in pd
parking!!!
Stop trying to ram pay parking through. You
won't even ticket people for parking infractions
as is so how will this system be administered.
No paid parking program should be
implemented,
I would listen to the people. I feel often
governments and parties with power do not.
The Finland’s Rec Centre is a perfect example
of this. You let one person (name redacted)
dictate the entire arena plans even though it
was against the majority.
There have been two plebiscites that came out
against paid parking so all plans for paid parking
should be abandoned
To certain extent you are shooting yourselves
in the foot. All the ‘traffic calming’ measures
have TAKEN AWAY parking spots at a time
when MORE are needed.
please do proper service for people who pay for
public parking. the side walks and road snow
clearance is not done. visitors and residents are
getting injured because of this irresponsibility.
Please explain what is driving the change from
the current parking system.
The continued reconstruction of downtown
and removal of parking spaces is inconsiderate
to visiting families, seniors, disabled bc people
and residents who have repeatedly voiced that
we do not want paid parking!
Yes, Can you please she with us how many
people agree or not with charging parking, the
majority of the property owners don't agree,
This doesn't seem like enough questions were
asked?
Nothing here that addresses the bigger issue management of the number of people in town.
Just too many. We need to reduce the number
of cars, not just find places to put them.

•
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You fail to recognize that Banff Canmore is one
larger community
this is why I hardly visit Banff anymore....too
expensive and if you are handicapped, difficulty
lies with parking availabilty
I would like to address question 9. I don't agree
with a 3 hour only resident parking before
having to pay. Rent is already so high in Banff.
As a resident, I don't want to have to move my
car after 3 hours of resting/being in my home to
move my car.
stop wasting our tax money on this nonsense
during a pandemic. plan for something to
encourage tourism so that the locals that aren't
millionaires have jobs so they can still live here.
you should be granting resident parking to locals
regardless.

No Paid Parking
• not considering the lifestyle changes and
practises by residents to facilitate tourists We
already accomodate tourists needs we need our
own met.
• NO TO PAID PARKING!!!!
• No paid parking under any circumstances.
People working downtown or at the train
station should not have to ever pay for parking.
Restore all the parking spaces on Lynx and Bear
St. Stop the madness.
• Locals should not have to pay for short term
parking. Ever. Canmore should be included in
this.
• Let's maintain our uniqueness and keep parking
free for everyone, resident and visitor.
• It has always been my stance that the TOB
should be an innovator in addressing this issue
abs a model for other tourist locations to model
after and not simply create a negative
experience for locals and tourists by implanted
paid parking .
• I don’t know anyone who wants paid parking. I
thought the new parking lot by the train station
was the answer. Commuters need more than 8
hours. The resident parking scheme sounds
confusing and will cause unnecessary conflict. I
don’t want to pay $50
• I clicked no to support as I’m
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Haven't we gone around and around enough on
this? Gate fees deter enough visitors and the
timing is really bad to be deterring anyone from
supporting businesses that are teetering on the
brink of disaster.
Especially after the brutal year of 2020 with
Covid businesses and locals need a reprieve
from Paid Parking. Bring it up when a new
Town Council is appointed. Vote again Council
Do not charge residents for these passes! Banff
is already an expensive place to live. Instead
charge visitors as there are MANY during the
summer. And have more bylaw officers to give
tickets to parking offenders
As a visitor we already have to pay for the pass
to enter the park. If parking is charged in Banff I
would no longer visit. This is the most
ridiculous thing I’ve seen all year and 2020 has
been a doozy
Residents should NOT pay for any parking or
have any time restrictions on said parking
Residents should be able to park for free in
Banff 24/7
Residents should not be entitled to free parking
subsidized by visitors. Its a National Park and
your entry fee should include all parking fees.
Parking should be free. I’d rather spend my
money in stores/restaurants than in parking.
Can’t bring my dog on the bus
I do not support paid parking.
We have twice voted no yet it is still being
discussed / proposed . Can we let it go and stop
wasting tax payer money on surveys and project
teams for paid parking

Administration/Implementation
• With reference to item #2 regarding use of
Drivers License 'with valid address' - most Banff
residents' licenses will show a box number not a
street address. This will need to be addressed.
• Why provide residents with a pass when Parks
Canada already issues one (proof required).
Have you spoken with them? We need to be
careful re: residential parking outside of the
core. Visitors will expland how far they go if
they have to pay.
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There should not be a limit on visitor permits
that can be used at once & residential visitor
permits should be linked to the address not just
the street & enforcement should be by resident
complaint
Regular parking enforcement by our Bylaw
Department would be a nice change. Keeping
Alleyways clear of parked cars please.
my only concern is abuse of free visitor permits
for residents i think there should be a cap and
someone needing more permits should have to
talk directly to bylaw to explain the necessity so
no one can misuse said permits
It was hard to agree or disagree with whether
the objectives will have the desired outcomes. I
thinknthe town needs to try something different
than the past, and if it works, great, andcif it
doesn't, be flexible.
If you move to paid parking in Banff...Guests of
those that are residents - should only have
complimentary parking for 2 weeks. Going back
to the 'need to reside'I think there should be a
cap for the year on a guests complimentary
parking days
If the parking passes are not associated to the
license of the vehicle and the address involved,
it will be a cluster of stupidity. Better yet, stop
wasting money and listen to the tax paying
constituents.
I would only support pay parking if roam transit
raises fares to full cost recovery.
I think four people that work in the town of
Banff but I have to prove they work with a T4
or something and they can get parking permit
for downtown. This can be renewed annually
these parking spaces can be first come first
served
How is this project going to help the businesses
in Banff like the Mount Royal hotel. Will you be
issuing us with parking permits for our guests all
year round
curious how residents show proof of residency
near downtown core - electric bill? lease?
thinking of the staff accom with many people
sharing houses & how they will assert residency.
And 2 week renewable guest pass is too long =
resident
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As many residents in Banff have a PO Box listed
as their address on their drivers licenses, how
are you planning on issuing resident passes for
specific addresses? *Also not everyone living
somewhere is on the lease because of lack of
legal housing..
1-Enforcement of time limits will be a problem what's to stop a person already parked from
paying for more time - how does that
"encourage/ensure" turnover?
Resident passes to be more controlled in line
with 2019 draft.
If your residence is situated just outside the
resident parking perimeter without on street
parking, will a permit be issued to park inside
the resident parking zone?
3-hour resident parking is too long. Between
1.5 and 2 hours would be better as that would
be long enough to deal with most day-to-day
appointments.
Please allow credit card payments that do not
require an app to use.
Unlimited, free, resident passes does not
encourage people to use the parking spaces on
their property, nor owners to let tenants park
on the lot.
Unlimited resident permits is a bad idea. Those
in Banff with 2 cars and a camper/classic car
should not expect the town to provide parking,
they should shoulder it themselves. Also,
revenue should keep existing costs down rather
than enhancing.
Will resident guest parking permits be available
online? Ease of use would be my only concern.
I do not agree with a household getting
unlimited #'s of free resident passes. There
should be limit, maybe based on # of bedrooms
or something. And any needed above and
beyond the limit should be paid for.
Include parking permits for trades vehicles
3hr for residents? I need to park overnight and
need 8hr for work. Tell all visitors to park at
train station, residents can park where they
please with the Resident Park Pass indicating
they are infact a resident.
I would support it if changes wherever made to
help Banff businesses without Banff registered
cars with their short term parking issues
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If possible, observe the Banff NP Resident Pass
that we already need to obtain with proof of
residency rather than make us go to Town Hall
to get the same thing.
Make anyone with a Banff post code eligible for
the yearly pass. Take into account muskrat st as
hotels often refer guests to park there. Charge
more than 3$ and hour to no locals.
Shorten the pay hours to end at 6pm
Making it easy for visitors to pay by phone or at
a kiosk is going to be critical to the plan's
success.
Why no intercept lot ideas easy to solve
problem like other major resorts that don't
allow vehicles in their downtown core and
residential areas
Enforcement will be key to avoid permit abuse.
Love the 3hrs free for residents.
free for workers(commuters) and residents.
charge from guests anytime.
Im not sure what the rush is to implement paid
parking after a summer that saw a major slow
down and parking was not a issue at all, This
was the first year the train station was used and
it never filled up even on the busiest long
weekend.
Simply put, charge the tourists, charge the
commuters and let locals park for free.
I don’t think there should be an unlimited
number of resident permits per household.
Some houses have upwards of 10 occupants. I
think two permits per house and any more than
that should be paid for.
Simplify again, no free parking downtown at all
for non residents. 3 hrs free for residents,
absolutely No parking in residential areas for
visitors with any kind of transportation vehicle
What document proof a long term renter
should provide? He won't necessary have a local
driver licence.
Just re getting a residential permit - it says it
would only require the presentation of a valid
driver's license with a relevant address - I would
like to confirm that a Banff PO Box is classed as
a valid address?
I support no fees in the off hours and off season.
I think residents should not get free parking
when downtown unless it is before 11 or after
8.
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why so reluctant to make visitors pay a flat fee
24/7? Why confuse folks (especially visitors,
who are easily confused) with peak times, down
times, hourly nonsense?
To me a residents pass should mean that
residents can park for free anywhere year
round. I know that with the continued efforts of
TOB to encourage residents to bike walk year
round, residents are not the problem. How will
passes be enforced?
You should do something about Canmore
residents working in Banff.
Shoppers going to Nesters need more than 5
minutes loading zone. Grocery stores are a
necessity and shoppers shouldn't have to pay
for parking. Bottom level of parkade should be
30 minutes free parking as a loading/unloading
zone.
This system will be confusing for drivers, hard
to implement, and will incite conflict when
people park in residential areas. People in the
park already pay for parking. This will create a
double permit system with parks, will be
confusing.
Free parking should include all Bow Valley
residents. I do not consider myself a tourist
when I go to Banff to shop... I’m trying to
support local businesses but would definitely
stop if I had to pay for parking every time.
curious how residents show proof of residency
near downtown core - electric bill? lease?
thinking of the staff accom with many people
sharing houses & how they will assert residency.
And 2 week renewable guest pass is too long =
resident
As many residents in Banff have a PO Box listed
as their address on their drivers licenses, how
are you planning on issuing resident passes for
specific addresses? *Also not everyone living
somewhere is on the lease because of lack of
legal housing..
1-Enforcement of time limits will be a problem what's to stop a person already parked from
paying for more time - how does that
"encourage/ensure" turnover?

Ideas/Suggestions
• I would like to see the Town of Banff more
disabled friendly. And a periphery park & ride
system
• I would like to see income from parking go
towards a free and expanded Roam network
• I wish to reiterate that these charges should be
implemented for all. Banff National Park is a
national resource. IF people dont wish to pay
for resources in the town then they should
move out of the town.
• I live 100 Otter. Even during Covid street full.
Create mandatory inception lots. Not allow
people to circle for parking where my child is
trying to play. Pay insane taxes to own. Should
be able to park and have guests without jumping
thru hoops
• I don't think this plan goes far enough for a
national park Town in 2020. It is still very easy
to be a Banff resident and drive everywhere
without restriction. Street parking on every
street in this community has value that users
should pay for
• Could Tradespeople who's vehicles are not
registered in Banff (ie. Canmore) register their
vehicles to park anywhere for free, to support
local businesses? If Banff installs Electric vehicles
chargers, these spaces should be free to
encourage EVs!
• Also need a plan for visitor traffic over bridge
and down to Bow Falls. Current road structure
unfit for multiple large busses and RV’s
• Please offer an annual pass. For residents of the
bow valley, Banff is an extension to our
businesses in Canmore. Many businesses in
Banff rely on local support (this includes
Canmore), if it’s a hassle to shopthen I’ll
probably stop shopping there.
• It might be a good idea to look at incentives for
visitors staying at hotels with parking to use
their hotel parking and use Roam or walk. I
believe that there are too many visitors who
chose to hop in their cars from their Banff
hotel.
• Implement signage to fill those 150 parking
spots during peak summer to solve a lot of
these problems easily
• Reduce cost of living for Banff Residents!
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With the revenue from paid parking, I would
like to see the Middle Springs sidewalks included
in snow removal/clearing (from Mountain
Avenue to top of Middle Springs Drive)
Use revenue to subsidize e-bikes for residents.
A toll on the bridge and/or free transit during
summer months would discourage visitors to
create congestion on the south side of the river.
If money is generated by parking the money
should be used to clear roads and all sidewalks
in Banff. It is clear people can’t do it for
themselves and it poses a serious health risk.
Consider using fine revenue generated to
provide the enforcement team with better
vehicles for their work. Pickup trucks, old family
style SUVs and small electric vehicles are
entirely inappropriate and unsafe for the nature
of the work they do.
Banff is an $$$$$ place to make a life. I have
been here for 8 years, and understand that i will
likely eventually be pushed out. please use some
revenue to make this town more realistic for
young people to stay, buy property, and have
families here.
I think a resident permit system should be
implemented town wide and restrict the
number of passes per home. ie. my neighbour
has a 600sqft home with 1 assigned indoor stall
yet has 3 vehicles. This needs to be discouraged
An idea to push residents to use private parking
stalls: for each dwelling the # of private stall
would first be determined (say 1 for this
example); only the 2nd car (and more) to
register for a resident's pass for this dwelling
would get a pass.
My only suggestion is for the flow of traffic we
should reconsider parking on Bow Avenue and
return to a two-way street. This allows
flexibility during construction and road
maintenance times and help reduce traffic
congestion.
For payed parking ... you need to be s a blue to
pay for more then 3 hours if you like to
Traffic and parking is a huge issue in Banff.
Consider forcing people to park at Lericon by
only allowing residents and hotel guests to drive
into town (or those that have a tee-time or
reservation at the gondola or hotsprings). Look
at LL for ideas
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Time for another municipal election!
There should be a parking lot somewhere for
long term residents & their guests only. Maybe
the far end of the huge new lot beside the train
station (where I used to walk my dog)?
Visitor's cars shouldn't have access to either
residential and downtown areas. Nor huge bus
tours. unless for hotels and at specific hours.
Guest passes should be issued for 1 year at the
same time as the other permit. With Dec 31
being the last day every year. $150 fee to
replace if lost. Only cars with address registered
in Banff should get a resident pass.
yes I would support the proposal but, there was
a referendum which indicated that the majority
of residents did not want it, so this hybrid
model may have to be settled with an additional
referendum possibly included with the next
municipal election.
I'm likely late to the game here, and I
understand there are likely considerations I
can't imagine, but is there any feasibility of a
large underground lot like most European ski
resorts (and Whistler) have? Low Visual Impact
and small footprint!
Build a parkade, don't dedicate so many parking
places for parks and town vehicles. Require
businesses, especially hotels to provide
adequate parking for their guests
Using large parking lot like train station for
hotel guest . For exemple allowing each hotels a
certain number of spot on the weekends. Since
parking is unused overnight it will reduce
parking issues around dowton surrounding
areas.
Please be kind to your young service workers.
They work many jobs and live on top of each
other. The mountains called to them with
freedom and magic, don't repress them with
privileged bureaucracy. Look towards passive
income of monopolies capitalism
need restroom facilities near all parking lots.
The treed area by the railway station parking lot
has become a toilet area for folks using the
parking area.
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Commuters
• There are more staff commuting from
Cochrane they will take up much of the
commuter parking. Some town staff need to
carry materials and supplies back and forth to
do their jobs - can we get an exemption
permit?
• Should have a different pass for us that live
outside the town but work there and need
parking for the whole shift.
• More free parking for commuting workers is
required.
• Include a commuter parking permit! People who
work in Banff shouldn’t be penalized for not
being able to afford Banff housing.
• I think there should be a pass for Canmore
residents who work in banff
• I think Canmore residents who work in Banff
should also be offered some sort of parking
help. Whether in the form of a separate pass or
part of the Banff resident pass, associated with
their workplace.
• Commuter parking should be free
• As I commute, I need an option as well. I take
the bus when I can, but there are days when I
am doing trainings for TOB work and need to
use my own vehicle, due to using large amounts
of material, workbooks etc and taking the bus
isn't an option.
• Come up with a commuter Ie Canmore
working in Banff pass for parking in Bear Street
Parkade, otherwise have those 9 hour stalls paid
to discourage visitors from parking all day there.
• Commuters should only be extended free
parking at Train station or Fenlands lots. Bow
Ave. Isn’t really on the periphery so possibly
should be considered as pay parking as well.
• Banff and Canmore are twin towns under
separate administrations. A large proportion of
contractors in Banff commute, in their vehicle
from Canmore and even Calgary. The paid
parking policy will be a shambles unless the
issue of commuters is resolved
Impacts
• While not necessarily opposed to what is being
proposed, we need to make sure we are not
discouraging visitation. Tourism is more
important than locals being able to drive where
ever they want.
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People from Field and Lake Louise rely on
services available in Banff that are unavailable in
Field and Lake Louise. It is extremely unfair to
have them pay for parking on top of the transit
costs already associated with transit to Banff
Paid parking or not will not reduce congestion.
The intercept at the train needs to be fully
utilized. The bridge is the choke point. With
park fees, parking fees and possible parking
tickets does not position our destination to be
competitive
Paid parking DOES not reduce traffic. It creates
more traffic with people circling to find free
parking and leaves the pay lots unfilled. I walk
past all three Beaver Street parking lots several
times a week and witnessed this EVERY SINGLE
time.
Need clarity on where overnight tourists park?
In residents spaces for 8pm - 8am then what?
What about other end of town lots such as
train station?
I'm low income & disabled. My Dr is in Banff. I
shouldn't have to pay for parking to see my Dr.
Also, there are way too few disabled parking
spots. I often have to wait a long time to get a
parking spot near where I need.
I would like to see Banff business have parking
privilege very difficult to run a business and staff
with no parking or exceptions for working
commuters
I think that paid parking would be at a detriment
to quality visitor experience in Banff. As
someone who works multiple jobs in a day and I
have to drive. Paid parking is a real slap in the
face to residents.we could make a park add to
fix congestion
I think it's important to consider giving Bow
Valley residents a discounted rate on parking as
many locals support buying local from Banff.
I think it is important to consider neighbouring
communities like Canmore. Banff is our local
business hub for things like The Registry and
other shops we don’t have so it is unfair we
have to pay for parking to come and do
business or support Banff
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I think council has failed to adress all the
contractor vehicles that come from Canmore
everyday (like me) that needs to park close to
the worksite and that changes all the time
between Downtown and residential streets. We
need to park close to site.
Handicap parking?
Does this include the IGA lot, and if so would
this change how current staff park in the lot?
Disabled parking should be free for everyone.
As someone who lives over the bridge and
drives to work downtown during the winter
season the spots that I manage to fit the criteria
for to not get a ticket while at work are
becoming more scarce.
$3.00 per hour for parking is too high, you're
going to hurt your merchants. You should
reduce your rate by half for both the summer
and off season.
The resident downtown parking limit should be
increased to 8 hours. Residents shouldn’t be
punished for having to work downtown
I live in Canmore and rely on public transit in
the winter to travel to Lake Louise. Due to the
bus times, it is best for me to drive to Banff and
take the 8x to Lake Louise. Allowing
commuters only 8 or 9 hours of parking is not
enough. should be 12
For residents outside of the "downtown," it
sounds like there is still a 72hr limit. THIS
RIDICULOUS. This should be abolished; it
makes no sense for residence to have to
continually relocate their vehicles to another
vacant spot every 72 hrs.
As a chef and commuter to banff I would be
worried as my shift can be anywhere from 8-10
hours. If I were stuck working overtime I would
not be able to make it back to my car in time in
some cases.
Please bring some rules for RVs parking in
residential zones. They cause congestion, take
up a lot of space and often block sight lines for
drivers causing dangerous driving situations.
I live on Park Avenue, and work the Moose
Hotel. I finish at 1/2am on a regular occurence
meaning I sometimes drive work, especially in
the dead of winter. I wouldn't be eligible for a
resident pass and would have to pay. Seems
highly unfair!
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I live on 1blk Rabbit St, which is excluded from
the downtown zone, along with Squirrel and
Bighorn. These areas shoul be included. Our
streets will get the overflow from both visitors
and the downtown sts. We deserve the same
protections.
Visitors have already paid at the park gate to
enter Banff. There is no consideration in this
proposal for struggling businesses. Again. You
are pushing visitors to Canmore. Again.
Need clarity on where overnight tourists park?
In residents spaces for 8pm - 8am then what?
What about other end of town lots such as
train station?
I'm low income & disabled. My Dr is in Banff. I
shouldn't have to pay for parking to see my Dr.
Also, there are way too few disabled parking
spots. I often have to wait a long time to get a
parking spot near where I need.
I would like to see Banff business have parking
privilege very difficult to run a business and staff
with no parking or exceptions for working
commuters
I think that paid parking would be at a detriment
to quality visitor experience in Banff. As
someone who works multiple jobs in a day and I
have to drive. Paid parking is a real slap in the
face to residents.we could make a park add to
fix congestion
I think it's important to consider giving Bow
Valley residents a discounted rate on parking as
many locals support buying local from Banff.
I think it is important to consider neighbouring
communities like Canmore. Banff is our local
business hub for things like The Registry and
other shops we don’t have so it is unfair we
have to pay for parking to come and do
business or support Banff
I think council has failed to adress all the
contractor vehicles that come from Canmore
everyday (like me) that needs to park close to
the worksite and that changes all the time
between Downtown and residential streets. We
need to park close to site.
Handicap parking?
Does this include the IGA lot, and if so would
this change how current staff park in the lot?
Disabled parking should be free for everyone.
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As someone who lives over the bridge and
drives to work downtown during the winter
season the spots that I manage to fit the criteria
for to not get a ticket while at work are
becoming more scarce.
$3.00 per hour for parking is too high, you're
going to hurt your merchants. You should
reduce your rate by half for both the summer
and off season.
The resident downtown parking limit should be
increased to 8 hours. Residents shouldn’t be
punished for having to work downtown
I live in Canmore and rely on public transit in
the winter to travel to Lake Louise. Due to the
bus times, it is best for me to drive to Banff and
take the 8x to Lake Louise. Allowing
commuters only 8 or 9 hours of parking is not
enough. should be 12
For residents outside of the "downtown," it
sounds like there is still a 72hr limit. THIS
RIDICULOUS. This should be abolished; it
makes no sense for residence to have to
continually relocate their vehicles to another
vacant spot every 72 hrs.
As a chef and commuter to banff I would be
worried as my shift can be anywhere from 8-10
hours. If I were stuck working overtime I would
not be able to make it back to my car in time in
some cases.

•

Zones/Areas
• Would like to see both sides of the 100 block of
beaver st free for resident parking. Would be
nice to park in front of my house.
• Why are parts of lynx and elk (right next to the
big free parking) not going to be resident
parking? Tourists will 100% park in front of our
houses instead of walk the extra 50 meters to
the free lot.
• This year highlighted that Banff Ave traffic could
be managed quite will by deterring visitors from
bringing their vehicles into the downtown core.
With that as the focus Banff Ave could become
a pedestrian only village in the 100-200 block
• The train station parking area is amazing. Keep
directing cars there in the busy summer months
please.
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the train station carpark should be free for
residents for 7 days or longer. this will get cars
off squirrel street and means residents dont
have to move their car every 3 days. lots of
residents have cars just for weekend trips
The geographical limits of the pay parking must
be expanded to avoid bottlenecking of people
looking for free parking in other residential
streets. I suggest a Banff town limits congestion
charge rather than pay parking and free permits
for residents
The 300 block of Lynx st needs to be added to
residence permit parking as well as Elk street
both sides in front of the elementary school as
both these streets are packed with family
housing and staff accom.
RVs, campervans, and large vehicles need to be
kept out of downtown. There should be no
parking allowed for these vehicles apart from in
the Liricon parking lot. Also the Liricon parking
lot should be open in the winter.
Residents outside the downtown area should
get a pass so they can park downtown, beaver
street should be resident parking only as already
a problem finding parking
Residents of the peripheral zone should not
have free, and unlimited quantity of on-street
parking permits.
Residential streets MUST be permit only at all
times, south side residents stash cars on north
side of bridge at night on muskrat and beaver
Resident pass (with a fee) should be required
for free parking everywhere (non residents pay
hourly fee). I don't want to pay for a place to
put my neighbors toys because their garage is
filled with stuff already
If you live in Banff you should get a residents
parking pass. None of that zoning sections off
based on where your house is located. As long
as you live in the town as a whole you should be
eligible for a parking pass.
If you have a resident pass, perhaps you can use
it to park anywhere for free but within the
timelines. My mother lives on a street that is
difficult to find parking. I don’t want to out a
guest pass in my window every time I visit her
for an hour.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

I would like the On-street, Residential Parking
Permit area to be extended. We've had visitors
park their cars on 400 block on Squirrel st.
already.
I think Bear Street is going to turn into a
nightmare. I also think it was a mistake to have
crosswalk from new hotel Peaks to BPL, traffic
is going to backed up for ever. Quite a mess.
I live on Beaver and park on Beaver. I would
appreciate being able to have my vehicle close
to me. I use it frequently in the winter for
commuting to work. I feel safer traveling home
late at night and not having to walk alone in the
dark.
I agree with most changes but feel that
everyone should pay for parking in the
downtown core. The proposed 3 hour free pass
for residents will likely lead to > use of motor
vehicles by residents to access downtown.
Expand the Resident Passes from Bow St to
Otter St as visitors want to park on the
periphery but resident excess parking takes up
the majority of stalls. As well, there are large
commercial vehicles (Standish Tow Trucks) that
park on street.
Elk and Bighorn are congested with school and
visitor traffic and there is no on street parking
for residents. Please include in downtown zone
as they are sandwiched between parking lot and
downtown. More drop off zones needed
around school for saf
Closing the 100 and 200 blocks of Banff Ave.
this past summer made a tremendous difference
as well as directing visitors into the
Fenland/Liricon Parking lots. There was much
less traffic congestion coming from the south
side of town on to the Bridge
I believe Grizzly St should be included in the
residential parking pass system. It’s already a
gong show to find on street parking.
Parking at BES is an issue when you close the
free parking at the train station in Oct. It is a
problem for staff and visitors to the school, for
example the psychologist. It certainly sends a
strong message that our needs are not
important.
Bow Avenue should be reserved for visitors and
not long term commuters (Town employees
should use the Bear St Parkade).

•

•

•

•

•

I would ask the project team to consider the
those living on Bear St. or 100/200 blocks of
Banff Ave. Parking is an issue for these
residents. Suggesting they park on streets 2-3
blocks from their residence is not very
accommodating.
we live on the corner of rabbit and squirrel st. it
may be nice to incorporate that area in the
resident parking only. It is already with non
resident parking during the summer
I agree with the project, but would you consider
including cougar street? I live there and on busy
week/weekend it’s really hard to find a parking
near my place cause all hotel guest are taking
them for overnight parking.
Both side of Beaver street should be keep for
residents parking because there are enough pay
parking lot around beaver street for non
residents..
The geographical limits of the pay parking must
be expanded to avoid bottlenecking of people
looking for free parking in other residential
streets. I suggest a Banff town limits congestion
charge rather than pay parking and free permits
for residents

Positive Feedback
• This is a great step up from the last proposal, I
think the biggest issue faced will be combating
those who voted against paid parking altogether
and getting the word out that this is an entirely
different scheme that will affect residents
differentl
• Thanks for listening to feedback from 2019 and
coming up with an improved plan that addresses
my previous concerns.
• Thanks for all your hard work on this.
• THANK YOU! :)
• Thank you for providing input opportunities for
residents and incorporating feedback in the
revisions.
• I am glad that you indicated assessable stalls are
free anytime.
• I agree with the plan as is and having some areas
close to downtown for 9 hours for the
commuters is really important and I am glad to
see this in the plan.
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•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Great job amending the plan to reflect feedback.
May eventually need to consider commuter
parking requirements for canmore residents
Good job with the revision.
Appreciate the listening and changes considered.
As long as I don’t have to pay for parking, as a
local, I’m pretty happy. With 3-4 million visitors
each year, visitors should def have to pay and
contribute to the maintenance from their use.
It appears you have given residents pretty much
everything they wanted and any more pushback
is simply non-cooperative. I think admin should
just do it. Most people in general and all people
who understand it support user paid parking.
Thank you for doing all of this work
well done
I would support it based on my other
comments during the survey. Snow clearing
should definitely improve after paid parking is
implemented.
Thank you for listening to the concerns of the
residents
Love the report - very clear! Still think Grizzly
Street should be incl in Res Pking Permit area we are swamped up here. 3 hours free in
downtown is too long. New guest permit rules
invite abuse. But overall, can support.
Please do this !
paid parking is needed. all visitors are used to
pay for parking anywhere they go
I know this has been a debated issue in Banff,
but moving on, making decisions, and allowing
people to experience the results of these
choices would be beneficial. All cities and many
towns have paid parking in their downtown
core.
Great job at the revisions. Perhaps even more
lenient than needed but congrats on hearing the
voices of the residents.
Well done.
Thank you for moving this forward. I can't wait
to pay for parking. Seriously, I can't wait. I wish I
were going to pay for my second residents pass.
Great job TOB, this isn't an easy one.
Thank you for addressing this
Thanks for listening to the feedback and
amending the plan accordingly. Well done!
Excellent work. Thank you for the opportunity
to complete the survey.

•

•

I think this is a great starting point for a parking
proposal. Some changes may need to be made
over time, depending on how successful this is,
but this is a great start. Please note that driver
licenses show people's PO box not physical
address
Good work. I’d prefer to see revenue go
towards services for residents, and not pour
more money into transit. Would also like to
see a reduction in in bylaw officer budget to
correspond with automated enforcement.
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Emails received directly by the Town
Email #1
Overall I really like the current Proposal. I’ve always
thought paid parking for visitors was a good idea.
But I have one specific issue with the current
proposal. I am a Chiropractor and my clinic is in the
Bear St Mall. While the bulk of my patient’s are local
Banff residents I do have several that are from
Canmore, Lake Louise, and even Field, BC. These
patient’s all have to drive to access my services and
usually rely on parking in the surface lot beside my
building. As I understand it, under the current
proposal ‘locals’ would be able to park in that lot
for free for 3 hrs (although I thought the plan was
to restrict parking in the Bear St surface lot to 1 hr)
and all others would have to pay.
This represents a bit of a challenge for my business.
Many of my patient’s are in pain and can’t park in
the intercept lot and walk. My patient’s who
technically don’t live in Banff will now have to pay to
park in order to receive treatment, effectively
increasing the direct cost to them for that
treatment. I see that as impacting my business as it
could cause them to seek care in locally in Canmore
or Golden.
I understand the need to restrict the ‘free’ parking
to residents but I did think of an idea that I would
like you to consider. Is it possible to ‘validate’
people’s parking if they visit a local service? Or, you
may even want to consider offering validation for
parking if they spend $50 or more in a
store/restaurant downtown? Or can I offer free
temporary parking passes to my patient’s?
I know that I’m not the only business in town that
would have this issue so I urge you to consider
some revision to accommodate for this.
Email #2
I offer my gratitude for the efforts you and your
colleagues make on the behalf of Banff residents and
visitors.
Here are some thoughts respecting the paid parking
proposal. I hope you don’t mind that I have chosen
to write rather than use the on-line process.

I have two technical questions, and a couple
philosophical observations.
The technical questions:
An employer may provide a Banff resident a vehicle for
work and pleasure that is not registered to the
resident address. How will such a resident get a
resident parking pass for that vehicle?
Are conclusions or predictions in the parking proposal
that are based on assumptions of Calgary growth being
reconsidered?
Calgary net migration is minus 116% since 2019, with
nearly 30% and growing office tower vacancy, and the
6th straight year of increases in commercial space
vacancy.
Philosophically, I feel the strategy could benefit if it
were more humble and modest.
Modest in that it might be wise to start small and
simply, with a set of limited hours and just the summer.
Humble respect by the authors for this approach, as
supported by 53% of respondents in the previous
round of feedback, is warranted.
Modestly sticking with the goal of relieving congestion
takes discipline. “Going year round” because of
revenue potential, as suggested, isn’t about achieving
the goal of relieving congestion.
Modesty also would manifest as considering that paid
parking might not be forever, or even very long. A
wholesale change in how Parks Canada manages Banff
Park visitation appears imminent. This may eliminate
the traffic volume in the Town on which the need for
paid parking based. Maybe this caveat should be
mentioned in the proposal.
I’ve tried to be brief, so apologies if it comes off a little
direct. I mean no umbrage! Dealing with parking at my
condo is enough for me! You have my sympathies, and
thanks.
Email #3
I am writing to you about the parking bylaw because
there is not enough room in the current survey nor
the right question, for me to address my concern. I
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would appreciate it if this could be forwarded to
those who will be involved in making this decision.
The assumption in the parking bylaw is that the only
area that needs protection from downtown
overflow parking is what is called the “downtown
residential district.” This district does not include 1
block Rabbit Street (where I live), Squirrel, Bighorn,
Elk, or part of Marten (which I will refer to as “the
extended residential district.”) The extended
residential district also needs restricted parking. The
parking spots there are all closer to the downtown
than the railway parking lot where the town would
like visitors to park. Some visitors will look for
parking which is closer to the downtown than the
railway parking and will find it in the extended
district. The fact that such visitors will be pushed
out of the “downtown residential district” will place
additional pressure on street parking in the
extended residential district. Furthermore, the
extended residential district will also experience
additional parking pressure from residents of the
downtown residential district who, for whatever
reason cannot meet the parking criteria, for
example if they have visitors for an extended stay
who need to put their RV somewhere close. Those
people will migrate into our area. The 3 day parking
bylaw will not protect us as it is virtually
unenforceable. All an RV owner needs to do is drive
around the block once every three days.
The extended residential district is a very small area
abutting what is now considered the downtown
residential district and is within the area bordered
by the railway parking. Parking in our area is already
under pressure because non-residents can use our
parking spots for extended parking due to the
unenforceability of the present bylaw. We need to
be included within the downtown residential district
so that we have the same priority for our residential
parking as do residents within the 2 block area.
While I am generally in support of the bylaw, as
amended, I cannot support a bylaw that does not
provide the extended district with the same parking
protection for residential parking as the downtown
residential district. Without that protection parking
will continue to be very difficult and even worse
than that it presently is in the extended area.
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Proposed Parking Management Plan
Phase 1 Engagement Summary
Project Background
With an area roughly the size of four-square kilometers and with millions of visitors passing through every year,
the town of Banff has a high demand for parking. To address the impacts of increasing tourism, parking demands,
increased congestion and the cost to local taxpayers, the Town of Banff has proposed a parking management
plan. The plan is designed to increase turnover of downtown parking stalls and reduce congestion while
protecting the environment and parking for residents. There are three distinct components to the proposed
plan – free parking areas, a residential parking permit system and a downtown user-pay parking system.
The residential parking permit (RPP) system is proposed in downtown areas to protect parking spaces in front
of residents’ homes. The user-pay parking (UPP) system is also proposed in the downtown core to increase
availability of stalls by encouraging turnover of stalls, thereby also reducing some of the congestion caused by
drivers circling the streets looking for spots. Free parking zones are also included in the proposal with the
intention of directing long-term parkers out of the downtown area to the periphery of town.

Engagement Overview

The Town is implementing a two-phase public
engagement program that will seek input from
stakeholders, residents, businesses, local
organizations and visitors to inform the proposed
parking management plan. The Town of Banff is
committed to listening to, learning from and engaging
with interested citizens and all impacted stakeholder
groups throughout this process.
In Phase 1, the Town solicited feedback through a
variety of activities including stakeholder meetings,
drop-in sessions, an online survey and a public
workshop. This report provides a summary of what
we heard through all the Phase 1 activities.

Engagement Activities

Stakeholder meetings were held in November 2019 to
give local organizations and business owners a chance to share
their opinions and discuss the implications of the parking
management plan on businesses, customers, employees and
stakeholders. Drop-in sessions were held in December 2019
at Cascade Shopping Centre to provide an opportunity for
residents and visitors to talk to the project team share their
feedback on the proposed plan. An online survey was open for nearly three months to provide an accessible
means for all interested stakeholders – regardless of their location – to share their thoughts and feedback.
Lastly, a public workshop was held in January 2020, primarily for Banff residents and businesses to participate
and discuss the proposal with other residents and the project team, allowing for an exchange of different
viewpoints in a constructive and engaging environment. Below are the details of the Phase 1 activities.
Phase 2 engagement was suspended in March 2020 as the COVID-19 pandemic created public safety limitations to
public consultation, and the Town’s resources were diverted to addressing the pandemic. The Town also reduced services
in order to cut the amount of taxes collected by17% for 2020.
Engagement
Activity

Date(s)

Location

Stakeholders

Banff Town Hall

Hotel operators, Banff & Lake Louise
Tourism, Banff Lake Louise
Hospitality Association, Cascade
Shops
Transportation Services, Tour
Operators, Trades/Services
Banff Residents Against Paid Parking,
Bow Valley Naturalists, Eco Tourism
operators

Nov. 15, 2019
1 - 2:30 pm
Stakeholder
Meetings

Nov. 15, 2019
3:30 - 6 pm
Nov. 20, 2019
4 - 6 pm

Drop-in
Sessions
Public
Workshop
Online Survey

Saturday,
Nov. 30, 2019
11 am – 2 pm
Tuesday,
Dec. 3, 2019
3:30 – 6 pm
Jan. 30, 2020
6 – 8:30 pm
Nov. 21, 2019
to
Feb 16, 2020

Cascade Shopping
Centre

Number of
Participants
10
9
5
61

Public, Commuters and Visitors
47

Banff Park Lodge

Public and interested stakeholders

74

banffviewpoints.ca/
parking

Public and interested stakeholders

514
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What We Asked
Participants were asked to share their ideas and
opinions on aspects of the proposal such as parking
time limits, implementation periods, fees, funding of
the RPP, revenue allocation, location of zones and
more. Respondents were also asked, more generally,
if they experienced parking issues in Banff, if they
agree with the program objectives, whether they
support a user-pay and residential permit parking
system, how accessible spaces should be considered
and what they felt was most important for the Town
of Banff to consider in developing the parking
management plan.
The objectives of all Phase 1 engagement activities
were to:
•
•
•

Public workshop, January 30, 2020

Introduce the proposal, its goals and objectives
Better understand the community’s level of support for the range of potential options
Gather feedback from stakeholders and the public on the proposed plan

What We Heard – Executive Summary
The Town of Banff was able to identify several themes that came up consistently through all engagement
activities. With respect to the user-pay parking system, there was cautious support for paid parking in
principle, but with the stipulation that it should only apply to visitors and that residents should be exempt
from paying.
When asked about the user-pay parking zone, participants generally agreed with the zone as proposed, with
many suggesting that the Bear Street parkade be included in the paid zone as well. With respect to the proposed
$3/hour fee, there was some concern that $3 won’t be enough of a deterrent for motorists to move their
vehicles (i.e. they will keep paying the $3/hr), with some participants suggesting an increase in the fee. Having the
user-pay parking in effect 7 days/week was the most popular option in terms of implementation times, but
support was mainly during the peak season.
When asked where the revenue from the user-pay parking should go, maintaining the parking spaces and roads
and continuing to make Transit enhancements were consistently at the top of the list.
When asked about the residential paid parking system, there was a significant amount of support expressed
for the concept of preventing visitors and commuters from parking in downtown residential streets. A portion
of participants suggested that the proposed resident permit zone be town-wide. It is important to note that
while participants seem to generally support and see the need for a residential paid parking system, the
prevailing sentiment is that residents should not have to pay for permits (possibly using the fees from the
user-pay parking to fund the program). A commonly made suggestion was that exemptions/permits be given to
contractors and tradespeople while working in a residential permit area.
When discussing the free parking zones, more free intercept parking lots with improved Transit service into
downtown came up repeatedly.
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Common themes from general feedback received include providing free parking for accessible (handicapped)
stall users, keeping the Train Station/Liricon Parking Lot open in winter, concerns about the ability to enforce
the program and concerns about how permits would be issued for dwellings with multiple residents and
vehicles.
A detailed summary of all feedback received is provided in this report. To view all the verbatim comments,
please see Appendix A.

Details from Engagement Activities
In Phase 1, two drop-in sessions, an online survey, three stakeholder meetings and a public workshop were all
held in order to gather as much feedback as possible to inform the next phase of the parking management plan.
The following is a detailed summary of the input gathered through each of these engagement activities.

Stakeholder Meetings - Feedback Summary
Key stakeholders were invited to participate in in-person meetings with the project team. Through the three
stakeholder meetings, the Town of Banff heard from hotel operators, Banff & Lake Louise Tourism, Banff & Lake
Louise Hospitality Association, Cascade Shops, Transportation Services, Tour Operators, Trades/Services, Banff
Residents Against Paid Parking, Bow Valley Naturalists, and Eco Tourism operators. The following is a summary
of these conversations.
User-Pay Parking
There was some concern expressed that the $3/hour fee might be too high for certain members of the
community, and that this rate may be higher than in other towns and cities. Other concerns shared included the
impact on larger vehicles (e.g. RVs) that can’t fit in hotel parkades, the likelihood of more people parking at the
Middle Springs trailhead to avoid paying, and how seasonal implementation could cause confusion. We also
heard concerns about parking issues in the winter, and that the proposed 30-minute free period wouldn’t be
long enough for running errands and attending appointments downtown. Some participants did not believe that
user-pay will address congestion and another suggested that if user-pay is going to be implemented downtown, it
should be implemented everywhere to address overflow into surrounding areas.
Participants in favour of user-pay identified several positive aspects about the plan, from the cost of $3 being
reasonable to the 11 a.m. start time, allowing locals enough flexibility to conduct their business downtown in the
morning. It was thought that visitors expect to pay for parking and that, while it may not eliminate congestion, it
is a good way to regulate the system, generate revenue and improve life in downtown Banff. One proponent of
the plan expressed the need for a simple, user-friendly system and another mentioned that for the plan to work,
it needs to be implemented with a complementary resident pass program.
There were many suggestions put forward as to how the user-pay parking system could be refined. Exemptions
and exceptions for people with disabilities, contract workers, larger vehicles and people visiting downtown for
medical appointments, were identified. Opinions were mixed in terms of whether user-pay should be
implemented year-round or on a seasonal basis, with some participants wanting the consistency of year-round
application while others suggested lifting the restrictions or reducing the cost for the winter. Two suggestions
were made to use user-pay revenue to support transit, including increasing the frequency of regional transit and
adding more bike spaces to buses. Education and enforcement was discussed, including the need for regular
enforcement to ensure compliance, making it clear that “the train station lot will always be free” and the
potential benefit of educating the community and visitors about what the revenue is being used for. One
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participant suggested escalating rates to encourage visitors to vacate the stalls rather than continually paying
another $3.
There were multiple suggestions made around the zones being proposed for user-pay parking. Bow Avenue was
mentioned twice as being an area that should/could be included in the user-pay zone, with “Squirrel and Elk,
down to Wolf” also being suggested for consideration. Commuter passes, monthly parking and day rates for
longer term parking were discussed, as was making some or all of the parkade paid as well. One participant put
forward the idea of providing passes for 40 hours per week, or nine hours per day, of free parking downtown to
support locals who work within the core.

Residential Permit Parking
Questions, concerns and suggestions made up the bulk of the feedback received regarding the residential permit
parking system. There were many questions focused on specific details of the system, including suggestions
about using tags and signage, and questions about how guest passes would work, and the possible issues of
people monetizing their private parking spaces. There were some questions about how the program would be
enforced, how it will be applied to multi-resident units and what alternate parking would be available if the
residential streets are full.
Despite support for the concept of preventing visitors from parking on downtown residential streets, there
were multiple concerns expressed as to the difficulty of applying the Resident Permit Parking program to multiresident units. A few references to the potential of a black market on permit passes were recorded while other
concerns – including cost, overflow and possible impact on worker attraction/retention - were also mentioned.
Some participants noted they believe this will be the sticking point in the overall parking management project.
At least two participants suggested the need for contractors and tradespeople to be exempted from the
Resident Permit Parking system. Other suggestions included having physical permits and guests passes
distributed, implementing regular patrolling to ensure compliance, and the need for the system to be clear, and
well thought out. There was concern about the cost of fees for resident passes. The idea of having a six-month
permit as well as a yearly permit was put forward as a way to address seasonal residents. One participant
suggested there might be a way to encourage the use of underground parking (e.g. a reward system), with
another suggesting the controlled resident area extend to the 400 block of both Muskrat and Squirrel streets.

Free Parking
In discussing free parking in Banff, there was repeated mention of commuters and their current use of the free
parking areas. One participant felt that commuter parking in the Bow Avenue free parking area was an issue,
while others felt that the 8-hour time frame for free parking should be extended to better accommodate
commuters. The need for improved signage and encouragement to direct drivers to the Train Station/Liricon
Lot (including the rental companies) came up a few times, and there were a couple questions about the rationale
for having the Train Station/Liricon Lot remaining seasonal. In regard to the funding of free parking, one
participant wondered why this isn’t being covered by incremental tax increases, with another commenting that
they “don’t believe in free parking. We all pay one way or another.” There was a suggestion made to have
Sunshine Village pay for snow plowing the Train Station/Liricon Lot and to explore the idea of a Lake Louise
intercept parking lot. One participant would like to see more frequent transportation from the Train
Station/Liricon Lot into town.
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Drop-in Sessions - Feedback Summary
Two drop-in sessions were held at the Cascade Shops mall and involved Town of Banff representatives engaging
with the public, commuters and visitors to discuss the project and solicit feedback and input. The majority of
participants were residents. A hard copy questionnaire was distributed and was filled out by participants, and at
times, Town representatives acting as scribe to capture participants’ comments.
Some limitations of this approach include the timeframe not working for all residents/workers, the relatively
short amount of time available for conversation, being limited to English language participants and the nondeliberative nature of the activity. Some benefits include it being an opportunity to introduce and clarify aspects
of proposal on complex issue and detailed proposal, participants’ ability to expand on their answers, and the
opportunity to build relationships among Town staff and stakeholders.
A summary of the questionnaires filled out at the drop-in sessions is provided below.

What is your current experience with parking downtown in the
summer months? (please circle one of the options below)
(53 Responses)
I don't know 2%

Often
experience
parking
challenges
40%

No parking
challenges
24%
Some parking
challenges 34%
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The preliminary proposal for addressing parking was developed to
achieve the objectives listed below. There may be several ways to
achieve these objectives. Indicate the degree to which you agree with
these objectives by checking the appropriate box below
We should encourage transit, walking, cycling and other
sustainable modes of transportation.

4 12 2

51

We should reduce traffic caused by drivers circling to find a
parking space.

43

We should relocate commuters and long-stay visitor vehicles to
free parking on the periphery of downtown, but not residential
streets.

42

We should protect residential streets downtown for parking by
residents of those streets.

41
4 3

We should keep parking free outside peak times (free before 11
am and after 8 pm).

34

10

We should encourage the use of 150 private stalls downtown
that remain unoccupied at peak periods.

33

We should keep parking free for the first 30 minutes, any time of
day.

27
0

Agree

Slightly Agree

Slightly Disagree

Disagree

5

10

15

Don't Know

20

25

30

35

10
14
3

14

4

8

13

3

7

9

40

1

18

4 2

8

1

2 5 1

13

35

28

7

3

6

We should share the cost of maintaining parking spaces with the
users of the spaces - mainly visitors in the summer.

We should increase availability of parking spaces downtown.

3 3

7

45

50

55

60

65

Number of Selections

With respondents most often indicating agreement with all the objectives, encouraging transit, walking,
cycling and other sustainable modes of transportation received the most agreement. Reduce traffic
caused by drivers circling to find a parking space, relocate commuters and long-stay visitor
vehicles to free parking on the periphery of downtown, and protect residential streets downtown
for parking by residents of those streets, also received a high level of agreement from respondents.
Keeping parking free for the first 30 minutes, any time of day, received the least amount of agreement.
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If user-pay parking was implemented,
when do you think it should be in effect? (Proposal is only in summer)
(50 Responses)
Not sure 6%

Only during
busy times of
the year
(summer
months) 68%

Year-round
26%

In the comment section for the above question, respondents frequently commented that user-pay parking
should only be in effect holidays and weekends, that there should be special considerations for residents and
that there should be fluctuating rates based on demand.

If user-pay parking was implemented, how many days a week should
it be in effect?
(46 Responses)

Only on
certain days
20%
7 days/week
80%

In the comment section for the above question, respondents most frequently commented that user-pay parking
should be implemented seven days per week in summer months, holidays, long weekends and during busier
times.
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If user-pay parking was implemented, should accessible parking
spaces have special consideration such as free or discounted cost?
(53 Responses)

Depends on the
savings 4%

Not sure
21%
Yes
62%

No
13%

In the comment section for the above question, respondents most frequently commented that accessible parking
users should not be subject to user-pay, that there should be 2-3-hour parking for accessible parking users and
that there should be free accessible parking only for residents.

Right now, the costs associated with maintaining parking stalls in
Banff are covered directly by the town's property taxpayers and
indirectly by renters. Do you think visitors and commuters should
help share the cost of maintaining parking spaces?
Not sure 4%

No
16%
Yes
80%

In the comment section for the above question, respondents most frequently commented that visitors already
pay high costs, there should be paid parking, a portion of gate/lease fees from Parks Canada should go towards
offsetting costs, and there should be more contributions from hotels.
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If user-pay parking was implemented downtown, where do you think
the revenue should go after paying the cost to implement it?
(estimated at $775K net revenue per year)
Select all that you think should apply
(119 Selections)
Pay for resident
permits
14%

Maintaining the
parking spaces
and roads
28%

Bicycle and
pedestrian network
enhancements
17%
Transit
enhancements
27%

Tax rebate
14%

Respondents commented that the revenue should go towards parkades or parking infrastructure, and reducing
residents’ costs through transit, senior mobility aids and pedestrian access.
Q. Do you have comments on the user-pay proposal to have:
a) Free parking for anyone before 11 am and after 8 pm
b) First 30 minutes free anytime
c) Free parking in Bear Street Parkade, Bow Avenue, and Train Station in summer.
The most common response received was that respondents agreed with the proposed changes stated in the
question. Aside from the regularly repeated comment of “no paid parking”, a frequent response from
respondents included parking should be free for residents, there should be free Train Station parking, special
considerations for medical/dental appointments, and Bear Street parkade should be included in the user-pay
parking zone. Respondents also suggested extending the user-pay time period beyond the 11 am to 8 pm
window.
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Generally speaking, do you support
a user-pay parking system downtown?
(59 Responses)
Not sure 5%

No
18%
Yes
77%

In the comment section for the above question, respondents most frequently commented that there should be
free/special considerations for residents, user-pay should only be in effect during peak seasons, the system
should be as low cost as possible, and alternate forms of transportation should be encouraged.
Q. Do you have any comments about which streets are proposed to be user-pay parking (green),
or resident permit parking (yellow) or free all the time (blue)? (see zone map)
Several major themes emerged from respondents about the current proposed user-pay, resident permit and
free zones. The most frequent comments in this section were that respondents agreed with the proposed areas
and residents/commuters should not pay for parking. Other common responses included pilot testing the
current plan and then adjusting based on results, better utilization of the Train Station/Liricon parking lot
throughout year, including Bow Avenue in the user-pay zone, and expanding the residential permit zone.
Respondents also had concerns about not having a guaranteed residential spot and free zones always being full.
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Do you live in a downtown neighbourhood
in the proposed resident permit zone? (See map)
(58 Responses)

Yes
26%
No
74%

Generally speaking, do you support a program to protect on-street
parking for residents in downtown neighbourhoods?
(57 Responses)
Not sure 2%

No
17%
Yes
81%

In the comment section for the above question, respondents most frequently commented that the resident
permit parking system should be free for residents. Respondents also commented that they foresee issues with
resident guest passes, the resident permit zone should be expanded or apply to all residents, and commuters
and tradespeople should be included in the resident permit system.
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If a residential parking permit system was implemented, how many
permits should each house be eligible for?
(30 Responses)

2 permits
63%

1 permit
37%

In the comment section for the above question, common responses included the number of permits should be
based on need, one permit issued per registered vehicle, one per legal dwelling and that residents should be able
to purchase more if needed.

There would be administrative costs associated with a resident
parking permit program. How do you think the program should be
funded? (2 guest passes would be free and anyone would be able to
park for 2 hours free on resident streets)
(44 Responses)

From taxes
23%
Fee from residents
who get a permit
27%

Paid parking
revenue from
downtown stalls
50%

In the comment section for the above question, respondents most frequently commented that there should be
charges for additional permits, it should be free for residents, and should be funded through visitor parking
revenue.
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Q. Do you have any comments about which streets are proposed to be protected by resident
permit parking?
Respondents most often commented that there should be no two-hour free time limit for non-permit holders as
this may cause enforcement and congestion issues. Respondents also stated they agreed with the proposed
resident permit areas. Many comments were also given about expanding the resident permit zone or making it
town-wide.
Q. Do you have any other comments about any aspect of the proposal?
Free or special considerations for residents was the most common response, followed by adding new parking
spaces. Special considerations for medical/dental appointments was also another frequent comment with
respondents stating that there should be free time-limited parking for appointments or have an agreement with
the facilities to provide parking for those with an appointment. Other frequent comments mentioned special
considerations for seniors/vulnerable peoples through accessible parking, shuttle services and free parking at
senior centre and other related amenities. Respondents also mentioned concerns about enforcement and that
RVs and large commercial vehicles are causing congestion problems. They also mentioned promoting alternate
forms of transportation frequently in their responses.
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Public Workshop - Feedback Summary
A public workshop was held at the Banff Park Lodge Resort Hotel and Conference Centre to give Banff
residents the opportunity to discuss the project and share their ideas, questions and concerns with Town staff
and fellow residents. The format of the workshop included three rounds of discussion, with participants sitting
at tables, discussing the round topic and moving tables between rounds. The first round had participants discuss
ideas questions and concerns about the proposal in general, while round two focused on the user-pay parking
system and round three focused on the resident permit parking system.
Some limitations of this approach include its single date and location which limits participation, the difficulty in
extrapolating quantifiable input, and that it was limited to English language participants. Some benefits include the
rich learning opportunity for both participants and staff, its high level of deliberative consultation where
participants shared and learned from each other, and it being an excellent means of building and maintaining
relationships and demonstrating active listening.
The following is a summary of the discussions captured, to the best of the facilitators’ and notetakers’ abilities,
during each of the three rounds of discussion.
Round 1: What are your questions, ideas and/or concerns?
The first round of the workshop had participants briefly discuss their ideas, concerns/dislikes, and questions
about the parking management proposal, in general, before going into detailed discussions about its specific
aspects. The following section summarizes the primary feedback given by participants, separated by each round
and theme (likes, dislikes/concerns, questions) discussed during each round.
Questions
During this portion of the Round, participants had the opportunity to ask questions of the project team member
at their tables. Several major themes emerged including questions about:
• enforcement (how it will be enforced, if it is enforceable, what the penalties would be and where the revenue
from fines will go)
• how hotel guest parking would be accommodated
• how parking availability would be ensured for residents who have purchased a permit
• the long-term plan for parking at the Train Station
• what could be done regarding RVs and large commercial vehicles impacting congestion and parking
• the number of resident permits allotted per household
• the general need for paid parking and if it’s a viable option for reducing congestion and parking issues
Ideas
The most common ideas suggested by participants in Round One was to use the revenue from user-pay parking
towards transit/shuttle services. Participants also suggested using dynamic pricing based on demand/peak
periods, free or special considerations for residents, including Parks Canada as a partner in this process,
expanding the resident permit parking area, using the user-pay parking revenue towards improved snow
removal, and including short free time zones in front of high-turnover places such as the post office.
Concerns
Discussions among participants about dislikes/concerns regarding the proposal resulted in several major themes
emerging including a dislike or disagreement with user-pay parking in general, and concerns about whether user-
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pay parking will work to reduce congestion, overflow parking into peripheral areas, impacts on seniors and
accessible parking users, impacts to hotel guest parking, and Banff becoming unaffordable to live in or visit.
Round 2: What aspects about the user-pay parking proposal do you agree with? Which aspects
concern you? What improvements could be made?
The second discussion of the workshop had participants focus on the user-pay parking aspect of the parking
management proposal, starting with what they liked most about it, followed by concerns and ending with ideas
and suggestions.
What participants agree with
Overall, many workshop participants agreed with finding solutions for the congestion and parking issues in Banff.
Some participants agreed with only implementing user-pay during peak times, holidays and/or weekends, while
other felt it was better to implement year-round to avoid over complication or confusion. Many expressed liking
the additional revenue generated by user-pay parking for Banff and like the thought of that revenue being put
towards funding alternate forms of transportation. Participants also expressed liking the $3 fee, noting it was a
fair price.
Concerns
Several major themes emerged from participants discussing their concerns about the parking management
proposal. Firstly, many participants expressed a general dislike of paid parking in Banff saying that it was not
necessary, would not solve parking/congestion issues and Banff is already becoming unaffordable and too
expensive. Participants also expressed concerns about the challenge of enforcing a user-pay parking system in
Banff, the enforcement costs and how the violation fees will be used. Concerns were also put forward about the
current proposal to have the first 30 minutes free, expressing this is too little time and will create enforcement
issues. Participants also expressed concerns about the effect of user-pay parking on commuters, tradespeople
and residents living downtown. Another major theme emerging from participant feedback was a concern about
user-pay parking negatively affecting seniors and accessible parking users, as well as the effects on hotels and
hotel guest parking.
Improvements
Many valuable ideas and suggestions were shared by workshop participants and several major themes emerged
during this portion of the workshop. The most common suggestions were to use the user-pay parking revenue
to subsidize Roam transit or shuttle services, create a more usable transit system by increasing travel area and
promotion, as well as provide shuttle/transit services from the Train Station and intercept parking lots. Another
common suggestion from participants was to have free parking or special considerations for Banff residents and
commuters. The next most common suggestion from participants was to increase the user-pay fee as $3 was
thought to be too little and likely will not increase turnover, and including the Bear Street parkade and Bow
Avenue a part of the user-pay areas. Participants also suggested having dynamic pricing based on peak periods
and demand, while just as many participants suggested year-round parking. Many participants also suggested that
Parks Canada should be involved in this process to aid in any way possible. Several participants advocated
building multi-level parking structures on existing surface parking lots. Other themes included using the revenue
towards better parking infrastructure, snow removal services and increasing access to alternate forms of
transportation.
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Round 3: What aspects about the resident permit parking proposal do you agree with? Which
aspects concern you? What improvements could be made?
In the last round of the workshop, participants discussed the resident permit parking section of the proposal.
What participants agree with
Generally, many participants agreed with protecting parking for residential areas through a permit system. Some
participants also expressed agreement with having a resident permit system work in tandem with a user-pay
parking system.
Concerns
The most common concern brought up by participants for the resident permit parking aspect of the proposal
were concerns about how this would be enforced, especially with the two-hour free time period as proposed.
Participants also again expressed concerns about the impact of resident permit parking on hotel guest parking as
well as pushing the problem further out with overflow parking beyond the resident permit parking zones.
Concerns were also raised about the number of permits allowed per residence not meeting the needs of the
households, and a concern about a lack of available residential parking even after a permit is purchased.
Concerns and uncertainties were also expressed about the residential guest-permit pass and how that will be
implemented. Participants also expressed concerns about the management of RV’s and large vehicles and what
limitations will be placed on these. Some participants also expressed a dislike about having to pay for a parking
permit.
Improvements
The most common theme that emerged during this discussion was expanding the current resident permit
parking boundary to include a wider area or implementing it town wide. Participants also suggested that the
revenues from the user-pay parking go towards resident permit parking costs to make it no cost for residents.
Another common suggestion included providing the number of resident permits based on need with a possibility
of including an option to purchase more if necessary, and making permits available for commuters, workers and
tradesmen. Participants also suggested that the implemented system be adaptable and able to change based on
preliminary results and feedback.
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Public Workshop – Evaluation Forms

Please circle your level of agreement with the following statements:
This event was a good use of my time.

22

I was abe to provide my input easily.

18

I have a good understanding of how my input will be used.

23

3 2

30

11

6

28

9

6

1

I have a good understanding of the objectives of the parking
management proposal.

21

26

21

I felt I had a chance to share my opinions.

21

27

11

My questions were answered at the discussion tables.

My questions were answered through the information provided
in the presentation.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

5

10

23

12
0

8

21

15

10

Not Sure

15

20

Neutral

25

30

35

40

11

111
45

50

Number of Selections

Do you have any comments you would like to share with the project team about this workshop
event?
Most workshop participants commented that the workshop was well-run and thanked that facilitators for their
hard work. Several comments suggested that the time frame was a bit too short to hear everyone’s opinions,
while others commented that the time frame was sufficient. Some felt that having seven people at a table was
too many and some voices were drowned out. Other participants stated that it was a good opportunity to hear
a variety of opinions in a cordial environment.
In your opinion, what is most important for the team to consider when revising the parking
management plan proposal?
Common themes that emerged from participant feedback included creating a system that is adaptable based on
preliminary results and feedback, as well as having free parking for residents. Comments also included hotel
guest parking spillover concerns, having the right number of permits per residence, having user-pay parking yearround and increasing the user-pay rate as $3 per hour is not enough to increase turnover.
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Do you have any additional comments, ideas or considerations you would like to share about the
proposed plan for paid parking in Banff?
Common themes for this question included expanding the resident permit zone to include a greater area or
expanded town wide. Participants also expressed concerns about RVs and large vehicles causing congestion and
parking issues and having restrictions in place to mitigate this issue. Concerns about how the user-pay and
resident permit parking will affect residents living downtown, revenues towards transit and additional parking, as
well as the $3 user-pay rate not being enough to encourage turnover were also expressed by participants on
this question.

How did you hear about the information session?
(42 Responses)
Other
7% Newspaper
16%
Project
Word of Mouth
Website
25%
14%
Social Media
35%

Poster/signs
3%
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Online Feedback Summary
An online survey – which included a Q&A tool and distinct questions for resident vs visitor interests – was
posted to banffviewpoints.ca from November 21, 2019 to February 16, 2020. The survey presented 21 questions
– primarily multiple choice with some open-ended comment boxes – and was completed by 514 participants. All
questions were optional, so the number of responses for each question varies.
Some limitations of this approach include it being a relatively ‘shallow’ learning opportunity, its non-deliberative
nature, limited to English language participants and doesn’t provide an opportunity for clarification or
explanatory rationale. Some benefits include it being the most convenient and accessible form of engagement for
the majority of our audience, its ability to generate the most quantitative data on top-line questions (i.e. the big
picture), its demographic capture and analysis and making it easier for visitors to participate.
The following is a summary of the input gathered through the online survey.

What is your current experience with parking downtown
in the summer months?
(514 Responses)
No parking
challenges
8%

I don't know 1%

Some parking
challenges
30%

Often
experience
parking
challenges
61%

61% of respondents indicated they often have troubling finding a parking spot (almost 90% indicate they either
experience some or often experience parking challenges).
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The preliminary proposal for addressing parking was developed to
achieve the objectives listed below. There may be several ways to
achieve these objectives.Indicate the degree to which you agree with
these objectives. We should…
(4606 selections)
4
...keep parking free for first 30 minutes, any time of day

65 1422

406

21
...reduce traffic caused by drivers circling to find a parking space
(up to 30% of all vehicle trips downtown)

403

12

...relocate commuters and long-stay visitor vehicles to free
parking on the periphery of downtown, but not residential
streets

352
326

41

48

95

302

...share the cost of maintaining parking spaces with users of the
spaces – such as visitors

265

...increase availability of downtown parking spaces for shortterm stays

259

20 44

83
96

58

28

31

62

100

19
12

...keep parking free outside peak times (such as free before 11
am and after 8 pm)

113

238
0

Disagree

87

319

...encourage use of 150 private stalls downtown that remain
unoccupied at peak periods

Slightly disagree

22 45

14

...encourage transit, walking, cycling and other sustainable
modes of transportation

Slightly agree

82

10

...protect residential streets downtown for parking only for
residents of those streets

Agree

9

64 16

100
Don't know

97
200

39

105

48

300

87

400

23
500

Number of Selections

While most respondents indicated they agreed with all the objectives, keeping parking free for first 30
minutes, any time of day, and reducing traffic caused by drivers circling to find a parking space
received the most agreement among respondents. Keeping parking free outside peak times received the
least amount of agreement, with 29% of respondents disagreeing or slightly disagreeing with the objective.
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Please tell us a little about you.
I work in Banff but (514 Responses)

live outside of town
6%
Visitor to Banff (I do
not live or work in
Banff)
13%

Live in Banff
81%

Do you live in a downtown neighbourhood
where the permit system is proposed? (yellow zone in map)
(448 Responses)

No
62%

Yes
38%
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Generally speaking, do you support a system for protecting spaces
only for residents on residential streets downtown neighborhoods?
(450 Responses)
Not sure
10%
No
12%

Yes
78%

Over 78% of respondents support protecting residential parking and most support 2 or permits per
residence.
When asked why they chose their answer, the most common reason was because there is not enough parking
available in residential areas for residents living in the area. Respondents also stated that RVs, campers, vans and
large commercial vehicles cause parking and congestion issues, especially during the summer and restriction
need to be in place to reduce this problem. Another common comment from survey respondents was that the
resident permit should be free for residents. Special consideration for daily commuters and tradespeople were
also emerging themes from this question.
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How many permits do you think should be available to each dwelling?
(444 Responses)

1 permit
26%

Other
32%

2 permits
42%

42% of respondents indicated that 2 permits should be available for each dwelling, and the majority of
respondents who chose ‘other’ indicated that more than 2 permits should be available. Suggestions included that
the permits should be associated with vehicle registration, giving greater consideration to the needs of guests,
basing the number of permits on property size/street frontage and giving one per resident.

Do you support some sort of fee for a resident parking permit?
(445 Responses)
Don't know 7%

Yes
29%
No
64%
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300

51%

How do you think the cost of
the resident parking permit program should be funded?
(557 selections)

250
200
150
18%

17%

A fee from residents who get a
resident parking permit to
protect their streets

Other

100

14%

50
0

The revenue from the paid
parking charges from
downtown stalls

From taxes

Slightly more than half of respondents (51%) indicated that the resident parking permit program should be
funded by the paid parking charges from downtown stalls. Of the respondents who chose other, most
were against residents paying for parking in any way and many felt that the resident permit parking program
should be funded by visitors. Some suggested that that Banff resident pass should be used as the permit to
eliminate the cost of an RPP program.

If user-pay parking was implemented, should residents get special
consideration? (736 Selections)
350
300

39%

250
200
150

23%
19%
12%

100

7%

50
0

Free resident passes for Free parking for the first Free parking before 11
parking downtown
30 minutes
a.m.

Other (please specify)

No free parking for
residents

A free resident pass for parking downtown received the most support at 40% of all selections. No free
parking for residents received the least support at 7%. Some suggestions made by respondents who selected
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other included extending the 30 minutes free to 1-2 hours, that Banff residents shouldn’t pay for parking
anywhere (not just downtown), and that there must be adequate accessible parking.

Generally speaking, do you support
a user-pay parking system downtown?
(514 Responses)
Not sure 1%

Depends on
implementation
43%

Yes
40%

No
16%

43% of participants indicated they would support a user-pay parking system depending on how it is
implemented, with almost an equal number or respondents (40%) indicating they support a user-pay parking
system. A small number of respondents (16%) indicated they do not support a user-pay parking system.
When asked why they chose their answer, the most common answer given was that they felt user-pay parking
should be free for residents and only apply to visitors. Other common answers included respondents agreeing
with user-pay parking because it is a standard in most towns and cities already, agreeing with user-pay parking
because it will aid in reducing congestion and parking issues, disagreeing with user-pay parking because Banff is
already costly and becoming more and more unaffordable, and agreeing with user-pay parking as it will help in
encouraging alternate forms of transportation.
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If user-pay parking was
implemented, how many days a
week should it be in effect?
(492 Responses)

If user-pay parking was
implemented, when do you
think it should be in effect?
(500 Responses)
Not sure
11%

Yearround
36%

Only on
certain days
21%

Only
during
the busy
times of
the year
(summer
months)
53%

7 days
per week
79%

53% of respondents indicated a user-pay parking system should only be in effect during the busy times of
the year (summer months), and 79% indicated it should be in effect 7 days/week during that time.

If user-pay parking was implemented, should accessible parking
spaces (handicapped) have special consideration such as free or
reduced cost?
(502 Responses)
Don't know 11%
It depends on the savings
4%
No
24%

Yes
61%

61% of respondents indicated accessible parking spaces should have special considerations.
When asked why they chose their answer, the most common answer given was that accessible parking should
be free for users; however, nearly as many answered that accessible parking should be included in the user-pay
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program. Other common answers included only charging user-pay for accessible parking during peak times,
putting time limits on accessible stalls to induce turnover, and having free accessible parking only for residents
and charging for visitors.

Do you think visitors and commuters should help share
the cost of maintaining parking spaces?
(499 Responses)
Not sure 5%
No
9%

Yes
86%

The vast majority of respondents (86%) indicated they think visitors and commuters should help share
the cost of maintaining the downtown parking stalls.

If user-paid parking was implemented downtown, where do you think
the revenue should go after paying the cost to implement it?
(1106 selections)
400
350
300

32%
25%

23%

250
200

13%

150

8%

100
50
0

Maintaining the parking Transit enhancements Bicycle and pedestrian
spaces and road
network enhancements

Tax rebate

Other
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Respondents who chose other most often specified that revenue should go towards winter snow clearing on
roads, sidewalks and public spaces, as well as creating more parking stalls/parkades and free transit.
Q. Do you have any comments about which streets are proposed to be user-pay-parking (green),
or resident permit-parking (yellow), or free all the time (blue)?
Some respondents expressed support for the parking strategy, describing it as well-considered, reasonable and
commenting that it ‘just makes sense’. There were general comments made about extending or amending the
zones, including numerous suggestions that the resident permit program include all residential streets, some
suggestions that resident permit parking be extend throughout the town, and a few suggestions that the blue
zone (free parking) be made paid parking instead.
For specific suggestions on expanding the zone to the north, respondents suggested Marten Street, Squirrel
Street and Muskrat Street be included in the user-pay parking zone. Others want the paid parking removed from
Marten Street between Moose Street and Elk Street, and near the Shell station. Specific suggestions for
expanding the resident permit parking zone included Squirrel, the 400 block of Muskrat Street, Grizzly Street
and Cougar Street. There were a few comments calling for the zones to be extended south, and suggestions
that Cave Avenue and the rec grounds should be considered for paid parking and that the needs of residents
further out from the core need to be addressed.
A range of comments and suggestions (sometimes contradictory) were received for specific streets. For Banff
Avenue, some would like to see it all paid parking while others mention the needs of residents and teachers for
free parking. Multiple comments disagreed with having the Bear Street Parkade be free parking. All the
comments made in reference to Beaver Street called for both sides of it to be included in the resident permit
parking zone, with one respondent calling for resident permit parking on Wolverine Street. Many respondents
suggest that Bow Avenue should not be included in the free parking zone.
Q. Do you have any comments about any aspect of the proposal for user-pay parking, or residentpermit parking, or free parking zones for the Town to consider in revising the proposal?
At a high level, there were comments about the need for new parkades and intercept lots, making better use of
the existing lots (e.g. open the train station lot year-round) and focusing efforts on parking at the boundary of
town supported by user-friendly shuttles and transit. Some respondents wonder if the parking fees and permits
couldn’t be worked into the existing Parks pass system, and others would like to see more encouragement and
effort put into supporting alternate modes of transportation. There were many comments calling for special
considerations for seniors, as well as for trade workers, commuters and those with mobility challenges. The
largest number of comments were regarding allowing residents to park for free, in both the user-pay and
resident permit parking zone. The second largest suite of comments expressed approval or positive sentiment
about the parking management strategy.
Q. Do you have any other comments about this survey?
To view these comments please see the Verbatim Comments appendix.
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